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Abstract

Context. Planning in software projects is a difficult
problem due to the uncertainty associated with it. There
are many factors that cause difficulty in formulating a plan.
Not many factors that influence the efficiency of planning
are identified in the previous studies. The literature fo-
cuses only on technical aspects such as requirements selec-
tion and estimation in order to plan a release or iteration.
Objectives. The objective of this study is to identify fac-
tors that affect planning efficiency. The context in which
the objective is achieved is large scale complex projects that
are distributed across multiple teams, in multiple global
sites. The motivation for selecting large scale context is
because most of the existing releases planning approaches
discussed in the literature were investigated in small scale
projects. Hence this context will allow studying the plan-
ning process in large scale industry.
Methods. A case study was conducted at Siemens’ Devel-
opment Centre in Bangalore, India. A total of 15 interviews
were conducted to investigate the planning process adopted
by Siemens. To achieve triangulation, process documents
such as release planning documents are studied and direct
observation of the planning meeting is performed. There-
fore multiple sources are used to collect evidences.
Results. The identified challenges are grouped into techni-
cal and non-technical category. In total 9 technical factors
and 11 non-technical factors are identified. The identified
factors are also classified based on the context in which they
affect the planning. In addition 6 effects of the factors are
identified and improvements perceived by the participants
are discussed in this study.
Conclusions. Technical as well as non-technical factors
are important with respect to planning. Failure to con-
sider these factors during planning and refinement of the
plan may result in inefficient planning.

Keywords: Agile planning efficiency, Technical and Non-
technical factors, effects of inefficient planning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Plans are nothing, planning is everything” - Field Marshal Helmuth Graf von
Moltke.

Planning is critical for the success of any software project. Planning helps to
make investment decision based on time and cost needed to complete the project
[12]. It identifies the resources needed to complete the project and helps to mon-
itor the project so as to determine if the project can be delivered on time. To
achieve timely delivery and to accelarate the product launch into the market many
organizations are adopting agile [42]. Agile follows an evolutionary development
and promotes evolutionary delivery in short time boxed iterations. “If agile meth-
ods have a motto, it is embracing change” [32]. The evolutionary nature of agile
and flexibility to respond to changes in requirements calls for agile planning to
be adaptive. Agile planning is conducted to deliver working software frequently,
from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference for a shorter time
scale [1]. “Agile projects use an iterative process to realize incremental delivery.
It is divided into multiple releases; multiple releases can accelerate the launch of
the product into the market.” [58]. Each release is further divided into iterations
with even shorter time scale. This length is decided based on the size of the story
and the speed of the development team [58].

Planning is termed as a wicked problem [40]. There are uncertainties such as
uncertain estimates, uncertain requirements and customer expectations. The size
of requirements and stakeholders involved make planning more challenging [26].
Agile responds positively to changes in requirements; however, in practice, late
changes result in hurried or ill-planned development [33]. It is important that the
development team responds quickly and delivers within the agreed timeframe.
Rapid and efficient development is possible when the tasks are well understood
and planned. There are some technical and non-technical factors that make plan-
ning more difficult and unpredictable. Technical factors such as development
tools, technical precedence among requirements and requirements volatility af-
fect release planning. Similarly non-technical factors such as business strategy,
stakeholder value, market place and delivery time of release have an impact on
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

the planning efficiency. It is important to recognize and consider these factors
and if possible eliminate them to make agile planning more accurate.

As planning becomes even more challenging when dealing with large scale
projects and market driven requirements, a case organization with similar charac-
teristics will help to identify practitioners’ problems; Siemens is one such company
that works on large scale projects that is divided into multiple teams working at
multiple global sites. The involvement of multiple teams and distributed locations
makes planning difficult as work needs to be well synchronized between the teams.

Existing literature focuses of challenges related to agile requirements, uncer-
tainty of estimations and managing interdependencies. Some of the factors such
as scope of planning, time horizon and stakeholder involvement are considered
while planning. The problem of communication in larger development situations
involving multiple external stakeholders is identified in previous study [43] . Tech-
nical factors affecting the software development can be traced back to the cause
using Bayesian method [38]. A process improvement model called the Story Card
Maturity Model for story cards was developed in order to solve problems related
to story cards (for example missing requirements) [41]. Fuzzy logic can be used to
eliminate the uncertainty associated with release planning estimations [39]. How-
ever using fuzzy logic has an inherent issue with respect to the notion of degree of
satisfaction. Choosing the optimal solution with fuzzy numbers has been proved
difficult. Instead refining tasks to a finer level of granularity can aid in accurate
planning [36]. A qauntitative approach was developed to assist release planning
in XP and also to provide a practical heuristic approach for velocity estimation
[53]. A joint release planning method for scaling agile planning was used to man-
age and coordinate multiples teams working in a large agile development product.
The method also helped in improving communication between the development
teams and the product management [25].

Although technical factors affecting the release planning are considered in pre-
vious research, non-technical factors are not considered widely and they are not
validated in industrial trails. [51]. The release planning approaches consider only
limited set of factors, overview of factors is missing. Each project has a different
and unique context. For example some projects may need to work in multiple
teams spread across multiple global locations. While other projects might be
completely dependent on hardware for its working and may have limited stake-
holder availibility. In such situations the overall view of all the factors should be
known and the context in which the factors are likely to occur is also important.
The factors discussed in the literature are fragmental and relationship between
the factor and the effect or impact it has on the efficiency of planning is not
discussed previously.
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In agile planning the iterations are of fixed length, if the factors affecting
particular iterations are not identified the requirements will be over allocated
or under allocated to the iterations. This will consequently result in a delay in
delivery time if over allocated and poor resource utilization if under allocated. Ig-
noring the factors affecting planning may hinder the productivity of the project.
In today’s competitive market, time to market is the key aspect that helps a
business retain its position in the market. Any delay can result in the product
being of no use to the customer, and may adversely affect customer satisfaction
and business value. When the factors are known at the time of planning, the
plan will be more efficient by mitigating the factors. Classifying the factors in
the context in which they may affect planning is also important. Projects with
similar context can focus more on the factors related to the project’s context
thereby making the plan more efficient.

In order to address the research gap this study aims to identify and classify
technical as well as non-technical factors affecting the efficiency of planning. The
factors will be classified based on the context in which they affect planning. These
factors will be indentified by conducting case study in a context where multiple
teams are involved. These multiple teams work at multiple global sites. Also
all projects are hardware dependent large scale projects. Siemens adopted agile
around 5 years ago. The impact of the factors on the efficiency of planning is
also identified in this study. Finally the areas of improvements perceived by the
practitioners to improve efficiency of planning are identified.

A case study was conducted at Siemens to investigate the planning process in
practice. The unit of analysis is the planning process adopted by various projects
in the company. Siemens has adopted agile methodology for all its projects.
Scrum, Test Driven Development and Kanban principles are practiced in various
projects. 15 participants, playing different roles, such as architects, scrum mas-
ters, test representatives and managers were interviewed for this study. All the
interviewees have on an average 10 years of experience working in the same orga-
nization. The interviewees were asked about the challenges they face in iterations
that lead to problems in meeting the deadline. The impact of the issues was also
captured from the interviews. The potential impacts of the challenges cause de-
lays in delivery times, or lead to de-scoping of features. Finally the improvements
that the practitioners would like to see in the planning process are identified. In
addition to interviews process documents are studied to understand the planning
process adopted by the company. Apart from this several planning meetings were
attended as an observer to see the planning in action.
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The contributions of the study are as follows –

• Identify and classify technical and non-technical factors that influence the
efficiency of planning.

• Identify and gain in-depth understanding of the impact or effects of the
factors resulting in efficient planning.

• Identify areas of improvement perceived by the participants for efficiency in
agile planning.

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. In Section 2 the related
work is described. Section 3 defines the research methodology design used in this
study. Section 4 describes the results generated by following the steps in research
design. The analysis of the data is mentioned in section 5. The discussions and
conclusions based on analysis are described in Section 6 and 7.



Chapter 2

Related Work

Planning helps to make investment decision based on time and cost needed to
complete the project. It identifies the resources needed to complete the project
during a given period and helps to monitor and track the projects progress and
ability to deliver the customer needs [12]. The purpose of planning is to reduce
risk and uncertainty, support better decision making, establish trust and convey
Information[12].

Agile planning is flexible and adaptive and focuses more on planning than the
plan [12]. It promotes close customer contact and regular planning meetings [34].
It results in plans that can be changed easily as a result it encourages changes [34].
It is important that plans are detailed and consider all the issues that might arise
during the project execution. In this way there wont be any delays in the projects
progress thereby increasing the efficiency and minimizes the delivery time.

Efficiency in planning is to optimize resource usage and achieve minimal time
delivery.

Previous studies provide fragmental view of the factors which are mainly fo-
cussed on the technical aspects of planning. The summary of existing studies are
explained in the sections below.

A review of literature was carried out to identify the existing studies before
conducting case study. Literature review has been adopted to find relevant stud-
ies and to understand the background related to the research topic. Literature
review helps to acquire background knowledge and find related work in a shorter
span as compared to systematic literature review.

2.1 Factors considered for agile planning

There are various factors that cause uncertainty and affect the efficiency [35],
[23], [39], [37], [46]. Factors such as time and cost of development are treated
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as key factors that are subject to high level of uncertainty [35]. [35]provides a
statistical methodology that provides key stakeholders an opportunity to manage
uncertainty in the planning of future releases. Uncertainty of factors are con-
sidered to improve existing release planning models using fuzzy logic [39]. The
factors considered are effort estimates, effort capacity constraints and the dif-
ferent objectives related to cost, benefit and quality. Prioritizing i.e. ranking
of requirements is done to optimize resource usage and achieve speedy delivery.
Prioritizing and scheduling agile requirements becomes difficult due to the uncer-
tainty of business value, story size, multi-criteria decision making and availability
of resources [37], [46]. Statistical simulation is used to handle the uncertainty in
agile requirements prioritization and scheduling [37]. Conflicts in prioritization
due to different decisions of stakeholders is addressed in [46]. It proposes a hybrid
assessment model to perceive the influence different decisions might have on final
result. Dealing with technical dependencies, conflicting priorities and balancing
between required and available resource becomes more difficult in market driven
product development [20]. EVOLVE model is developed to optimize requirements
selection and the degree to which the ordering conflicts with stakeholder priori-
ties within technical precedence constraints [20]. Factors affecting project delivery
and its correlations among each other are calculated by constructing a model us-
ing partial least squares graph [17]. The factors considered by the model are
iterative development, continuous integration, collective ownership, Test-Driven
design and feedback.
Above studies provided only a fragmented view of the factors affecting planning
such as estimations and prioritization. The presented solutions or approaches do
not give a big picture or overall factors that affect planning efficiency.

2.2 Existing solutions to improve planning

Solutions are developed to improve the planning in agile projects [13], [38], [30],
[23]. A new approach using mathematical formulation is presented to solve the
release planning problem for projects based on iterative and incremental life cycle
[13]. The key aspects considered by the approach are stakeholders satisfaction,
costs, deadlines, available resources, efforts needed, risks management and re-
quirements interdependencies. Project health measure model is developed to
evaluate the factors affecting software development of the project [38]. However
the working of the model is tested with only a few factors such as corporate Cul-
ture, customer story fulfilment, external factors, requirement delivery and test
coverage quality. A prototype tool is developed to aid the retrospect analysis of
release planning decisions [30]. It increases efficiency and also provides better
visualization of release planning problems. However the tool is not validated and
also the study is based on evaluating the tool and it does not cover the factors
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that can improve planning. Another approach for better planning is by predict-
ing the velocity in order to achieve maximum productivity. A Bayesian model
is used to predict project velocity by learning from the project data such as the
expected and real effort put in iteration [23]. The solution presented in the paper
only considers project velocity to predict the schedule of the delivery, the overall
factors are not stated.

During planning more focus is paid to requirements related factors. Agile re-
quirements solve some of the traditional requirements engineering problems how-
ever it also poses new challenges such as planning for agility, ensuring sufficient
competency and accuracy in effort estimation [6]. Some challenges are mitigated
while some challenges exacerbate the existing RE challenges [44]. Examples of
challenges that exacerbate existing RE challenges are neglecting non-functional
requirements (NFRs), no verification of requirements and minimum documenta-
tion.
A process improvement model called the Story Card Maturity Model for story
cards was developed that solves the problems related to story cards (for example
missing requirements) [41].
However only one aspect i.e. requirements is consi dered in [6] and [44].

Overall factors affecting release planning in industry are considered in [34].
The factors validated in the study are objectives, resource constraints, technol-
ogy constraints, system constraints, time horizon, stakeholder involvement, and
short and long-term Planning. However none of the projects that are studied to
identifying factors are agile projects. Hence factors specific to agile projects are
missing in this study.

Solution has been developed to manage development process of geographically
distributed agile projects [3]. The factors considered by the solution are Source
code versioning, unit testing, continuous integration and acceptance testing (AT).
However only technical issues are considered in this study. Important factors to
be considered while selecting requirements for a release or project are identified in
[54]. Identified factors are classified into business, management and system. The
study concludes that business and management factors are ranked higher than
the system factors. However in this study the factors important for planning and
specific to agile environment are not identified.

2.3 Research Gap

There is no validated overview on factors and context that affect agile planning
efficiency, and as part of that we do not know the impact on existence or nonex-
istence of these factors. Though important factors are considered while planning
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they are fragmental; an overview of factors is missing. Also the identified factors
are only limited to technical aspects of planning, even though the non-technical
aspects are important [54] it is not considered in the previous studies related to
planning. The classification of factors is not done and the context in which the
factors affect planning is left untold. Mapping of factors to its effects on planning
is also not done in the previous studies.

Technical and Non-technical factors should be identified and considered while
planning a product delivery. Delivery strategy is ranked as the most important
factor that affects success of agile projects according to a survey [10].
Technical factors are factors that are related to requirements, system and de-
velopment process. Non-technical factors are those that are related to com-
munication, documentation, people, hardware and domain.



Chapter 3

Research Method

This section defines the research method used to achieve the aims and objective
of this study. The selection of the research method is motivated. The research
questions that are answered in this study are described in detail. The unit of
analysis along with the validity treats of the study are discussed in this section.

Motivation of the selected research method

Most commonly used research methods are case study, experiments, surveys, ac-
tion research and simulation.
Experiments [55] are not suitable for this study because all factors are not known
in the beginning of this study. It is difficult to define the variables (factors) that
are going to be examined in an experiment. The factors can be better identified
by studying an on-going project. The same environment cannot be replicated in
an experiment.
Similarly quasi-experiments [28] investigate the cause-effect relationships in ex-
perimental settings. Since the causes are not known in the beginning of the study
and the aim of this study itself is to identify the causes, quasi-experiments are
not considered suitable.
Survey [18] is also not suitable as surveys concentrate on opinions of practitioners.
The factors affecting planning that are unknown or unnoticed by the practitioners
cannot be collected through surveys. In addition survey questionnaire will only
contain factors from the literature and new factors cannot be identified.
Action research [47] focuses on observing an effect of an action. It is not possible
to intervene in real world setting and observe its effects as there is no action taken
in this study, only the problems in the practice are being identified hence action
research is not suitable.
Simulation [4] considers measurable characteristics of a process, in this study real
world phenomenon needs to be investigated rather than simulation models hence
simulation is not suitable.

In this study real life factors affecting planning of agile projects will be anal-
ysed. Hence case study is the most appropriate research method for this study.

9
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Case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon
in depth and within its real-life context [57].

Literature review is conducted to find related work for this study. The litera-
ture review is conducted in six steps as suggested by Creswell [14] -
Step 1 - Keywords are identified in this step. Keywords are formulated based on
the goal of this study. In addition more keywords emerged from the preliminary
reading of related papers.
Step 2 - Search strings were formed from keywords and applied on title and ab-
stract. The databases used are IEEEXplore, ACM Digital Library, Springerlink,
ScienceDirect,Engineering Village,Scopus and Wiley Interscience
Step 3 - The search results are examined based on the title and the availibility of
the articles or books were examined.
Step 4 - The articles and books that are central to this study were extracted and
maintianed in a separate folder using zotero. The selection was done by reading
the abstract and, if it was found to be relevant to the study, the entire document
was skimmed to determine the objective of the article.
Step 5 - The selected articles were read thoroughly, and the summaries of the
articles are drafted in this section.
Step 6 - The summaries are then organized by important concepts addressed in
the study. Finally an overview of all the articles is drafted. The outcome of the
literature review is described in Chapter 2.

3.1 Case Study Design

The research design is explained in detail in this section.

3.1.1 Research questions

RQ1: What are the technical and non-technical factors that influence the effi-
ciency of agile planning?
Description:Efficient planning is required to optimize resource utilization in
reduced delivery time with minimum re-work and reduce defect density without
putting extra load on team members. Though there is a standard process of
planning in place the planning tends to become inefficient. The efficiency might
get influenced by technical factors such as poor estimates or non-technical factors
such as team dynamics. The goal is to identify such technical and non-technical
factors.

RQ2: What are the effects of such technical and non-technical factors on the
efficiency of planning?
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Description: The potential impact of the factors may be delay in delivery or
de-scoping of factors. The goal is to identify the impact or effect each factor has
on efficiency of planning.

RQ3: What are the areas of improvements perceived by the practitioners in
order to increase the efficiency of planning?
Description: The goal is to identify the areas of improvements based on the
opinion of the interviewees in order to increase the efficiency of planning.

3.1.2 Case selection and unit of analysis

The case selection gives an insight into the issues related to the planning process
in the situation where large scale system is developed in multiple teams across
multiple global locations. This serves as an input to identify factors that need to
be addressed in large scale development projects in order to produce an efficient
plan. This helps to answer the research questions in a context that has not been
considered widely in the existing studies. The unit of analysis of this study is ag-
ile planning process followed by different projects within Siemens, these projects
belong to different domains. Project artefacts like process documents were anal-
ysed to find the processes adopted by practitioners. Interviews were conducted
to collect data as documents are static and may not include opinions of the prac-
titioners [57]. Interviews helped in understanding the practitioner’s challenges
and improvement they wished to see in the planning process. The participants of
the interviews were stakeholders involved in the planning and development of the
project. The data collection instrument for interviews was questionnaires. Direct
observations helped in understanding the actual process by observing what ex-
actly goes into planning. The details of the unit of analysis and data collection
process are described in the section below.

3.1.3 Case Study Protocol

Study protocol is developed to conduct the case study as shown in Figure 3.1. It
includes two parts: Data collection protocol and analysis protocol. Each protocol
is explained in detail in following sections.

3.1.3.1 Data collection protocol

The data collection for this study is done in 3 ways in order to collect data from
multiple sources of evidence. This results in data triangulation which helps in
collecting data from all perspectives.

3.1.3.1.1 Standard Process Documents – Siemens provides standard pro-
cess documents to all its employees. These documents are used to ensure that all
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the employees use the same process. It is important to follow a unified process as
teams work in multiple teams and these documents help the teams synchronize
their work. For this study a process document containing the processes included
in release cycle are studied. This document is accessed to get a better under-
standing of the process. The document also shelped in gaining familiarity with
the terminology adopted by the company. As the process is already studied,
the questions addressing the process are reduced and more attention is given in
understanding the challenges and impact of inefficient planning.

3.1.3.1.2 Direct Observations – Evidence collected from observations pro-
vides more information of the topic being studied [57]. In this case the topic being
studied is agile planning, and most of the planning is done during meetings. Sprint
planning meetings is conducted where the sprint backlog is prepared, planned and
prioritized. In addition to this scrum of scrum meetings are also conducted to
communicate and coordinate work with members of other teams. Finally daily
stand up meeting is conducted as per agile principle. All these meetings are at-
tended as an observer without any participation in the meetings. Observations
help in understanding the meeting environment and the tools used during the
meeting. It is essentially important to know how the meetings are conducted as
teams work in multiple teams in multiple global sites.

An employee working in the project arranged a provision to attend all their
planning meetings. After the meetings a short discussion is conducted with the
employee to discuss the findings of the meetings. A questionnaire is used to collect
information from the sprint planning meeting as shown in Appendix A - Sprint
Planning Questionnaire. The discussion allows understanding something which
was not clear in the meetings as the participants might use local technical jargons.
Also there is no room for any misinterpretation as the findings are discussed with
the employee who is working in the team and also a participant in the meeting.

3.1.3.1.3 Interview Design – Interviews are conducted to collect views of
practitioners related to planning in agile projects. Interviews will help to under-
stand the practitioner’s challenges and improvement they would like to see in the
planning process. The data collection instrument for interview is questionnaire.
A semi-structured questionnaire is used to collect information from interviews.
The duration of each interview was approximately one hour. The design of the
interview consisted of four parts. In the first part the introduction of the study
goal was provided. In the second part the information about the interviewee
such as experience and role of the interviewee in the projects was collected. In
the third part the practitioner challenges in terms of efficiency of planning are
collected using semi-structured questionnaire. For each challenge the interviewee
is asked for the impact of the challenge and in what context does the challenge
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influenced the efficiency. Also the improvements the interviewees would like to see
in the planning process are discussed. In the last section additional information
about project artifacts is asked. Access to artifacts that will help to understand
the planning process is requested. Along with the artifacts, participation in the
planning activities as an observer is requested.

In order to receive prompt response to the interview request, the details of the
study is sent in advance. Interviewees received an e-mail explaining why the study
was being done? And what kind of information was being sought? The goal of the
study was made clear. Additionally, assurance was given that confidentiality and
anonymity would be maintained. In some cases semi-structured questionnaire
was also sent prior to the interview upon request.

3.1.3.1.4 Formulation of Questionnaire – Semi-structured questionnaire
was prepared and refined by following 3 steps –

i Literature review – Initial questionnaire is prepared with the help of litera-
ture review. Keywords in research questions are used to formulate the search
strings used to search the databases. In the literature review the challenges
faced during planning are explored and added to the questionnaire to find out
if the same challenges are faced in the industry.

ii Process Documents – To prepare questionnaire, process documents are
also reviewed. The documents accessed and information obtained from the
documents is mentioned in 3.1.3.1.1. These documents helped in understand-
ing the release planning model used by the company. In this way not much
time was spent in understanding the basics during the interviews; rather, the
questions focussed on addressing some of the concrete issues in agile planning.

iii Previously Conducted Interviews in this study –The interviews were
then transcribed. These transcripts are briefly analyzed to formulate ques-
tions which are not very clear. These questions are added to the refined
questionnaire and asked in the subsequent interviews. Therefore question-
naire is constantly refined. When an interviewee talks about specific issues
addressing a particular process like testing or design, the issue is added to
stakeholder specific questionnaire. This process helps in asking right ques-
tions to the right stakeholder. This process is explained in detail in section
3.1.3.2.1.

3.1.3.1.5 Transcription – All interviews are recorded except two as they
were telephonic interviews. Once each interview is conducted, it is immediately
transcribed. Coding full interview transcriptions give ideas and understandings
that would be missed otherwise [9]. The transcription for this study is done word
to word.
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3.1.3.2 Analysis protocol

Analysis is done in six stages. The analysis technique used is grounded theory
(GT). GT is a research method that generates theory from data and is useful
for understanding how people resolve problems that are of concern to them [2].
However in this study GT is used to analyze the data collected. GT encourages
starting analysis early during data collection phase. Hence for this study analysis
is done in parallel with data collection. The outcome of each step in the analysis
is mentioned in the results section. The steps followed during analysis are as
follows –

3.1.3.2.1 Pre-coding – This step is done in parallel with data collection
phase, soon after each interview is transcribed. The transcripts are thoroughly
read and key points in the transcripts are highlighted for future analysis. Key
points are nothing but words or sentences that are related to the research ques-
tions. Word processor features like underline and comment feature are also used
in this process. Red flags are marked using text highlight feature by word pro-
cessor. Red flags are words like “never” or “always”. If the interviewee used
words like “never” or “always” they are marked in the transcripts to ask in the
next interviews. It is asked to check if it really “never” happens or “always” hap-
pens. While reading the transcripts, W questions like who, when, what, etc. are
asked. If questions are not answerable by reading the transcript, the questions
were added to the questionnaire.

Hence during this phase the transcripts are thoroughly read and new questions
are formed. These questions are added to the refined questionnaire in order to
understand something that was not very clear in the interview or to know more
about an existing issue. In this way pre-coding aids in refinement of questionnaire
there by making the data collection more efficient.

Memos are also written during this step. Writing memos is a crucial step in
grounded theory. Soon after conducting interviews there may be some thoughts
or ideas that might emerge during the interview. These ideas are written down
as soon as the transcription is over so that they are not lost. There will be more
and more data collected which will make it difficult to remember all the things
if memos are not written. These memos will be used during detailed analysis.
Pre-coding makes the coding process easy and efficient.

3.1.3.2.2 Extraction of Factors from Transcripts (Coding) – Codes
are identified from the transcripts; these codes are concepts or meaning that
can be derived from the text. If the interviewee talks about an issue addressing a
particular topic then the text in the transcript is assigned to a code. Each code is a
short representation of the text in the transcript. Manual coding is done using an
analysis tool called Nvivo 10. For example if the interviewee talks about changes
in requirements then a code “Requirements volatility” is identified and a code with
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the same name is created in Nvivo. If some other interviewees also talk about
changes in requirements, it is again added to the same code. In this way a code is
created manually. If the code does not contain a lot of information then the code
in not considered for future analysis. The code contains sections of transcripts of
all interviews that specifically talk about requirements volatility. Hence the node
“Requirement volatility” is a collection of what all the participants are talking
about requirements volatility. Through this process opinion of all interviews on
a particular topic can be analyzed by reviewing the code.

In the beginning of the coding process NVivo tool is used to pre analyze all the
transcripts. Word frequency query is executed to see what topics are most talked
about by the interviewees. It is made sure that the topics that are most talked
about are coded carefully and that no data is missed. The report is generated
to get 50 most frequently used words. Most frequently used words are carefully
coded.

This process is continued until no new data is retrieved form the transcripts,
that is no new factors or effects are collected. This process is called saturation.
Pre-coding and coding steps are followed along with the data collection processes
until saturation point is reached. A saturation criterion is only decided when all
stakeholders are covered and all phases of development and planning are covered.
In this process 74 codes are generated using Nvivo.

3.1.3.2.3 Grouping of the codes into categories – Grouping of code is
done using constant comparison in order to make them more effective during
analysis. Each code is constantly compared with other codes. As analysis is done
in parallel with the data collection, every new code identified is always compared
with the remaining factors. Comparison is done to analyze what makes the code
different from other factors. During these process different categories of codes
emerged. All codes referring to technical factors are grouped under technical
factors category. Similarly some codes are related to the effects of inefficient
planning which is grouped into effects category. In this way 74 codes generated
in the previous stage are grouped into 6 main categories namely - technical fac-
tors, release planning approach, effects, non-technical factors, improvements and
strengths. A category further has sub categories, for example under “technical
factors” category there is “requirements” which in turn has codes “requirement
volatility”, “requirements quality”, etc. During this process, attention was giving
to consistency in grouping. Grouping is tested to check if the codes are grouped in
a consistent way. The grouping is also verified by an employee working at Siemens.

3.1.3.2.4 Exploration of the relationships within the categories– In
this step connections between categories are made. For example what are the
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effects some of the technical and non-technical factors have on planning? In what
context do the factors affect planning and what improvements can mitigate the
influence of a factor on planning? Relations can be found by analyzing casual
conditions, phenomena, strategies and context as shown in Figure 3.2. Exploring
relationships explain who, what, when, where, why, how, and with what conse-
quences an event occurs [50]. The purpose of this model is to identify casual
conditions that influences the central phenomenon, that is “inefficient planning”
in this case. The casual conditions here are the technical and non-technical fac-
tors. The consequences of inefficient planning are identified and the context in
which the inefficient planning leads to the consequences is identified. Finally the
areas of improvement to eliminate the casual condition are identified.

Figure 3.2: Relationship Model used to explore relationships in the category

3.1.3.2.5 Determine factor Importance The likeliness of the factor to oc-
cur in the project is based on number of respondents of interviews.
The factors of inefficient planning collected through interviews are ranked based
on the number of respondents. This division is based on similar methods imple-
mented in a study by Peterson and Wohlin [42].

• General Issues:More than 1/3 of the interviewees talked about the factors
and effects.

• Very Common Issues:More than 1/5 of the interviewees talked about
the factors and effects.

• Common Issues:More than 1/10 of the interviewees talked about the
factors and effects.

• Other Issues:Less than 1/10 of the interviewees talked about the factors
and effects, they are still considered as there is more than one reference of
the topic in the transcripts.
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3.1.3.2.6 Validation of data extracted through interview transcripts
Validation of the data is done though survey. Once all the factors of inefficient
planning are extracted from the transcripts, it is added to the survey question-
naire. The survey participants were asked if they agreed or disagreed with the
factors through a Likert scale. In addition a descriptive question about the effects
of these factors is asked.
The factors and effects are also discussed with an employee from the research
department who has been monitoring same projects. There was no disagreement
and the employee also acknowledged the extracted factors and effects. The survey
questionnaire can be found in Appendix B - Survey Questionnaire.

3.2 Case Study Planning

This section describes the planning that was done for conducting case study in
Siemens.

3.2.1 Study Context

As this case study is a single case study, the context is explained in detail. The
findings of this research can be applicable to any industrial company within the
same or similar context. Siemens is a leading company in delivering innova-
tive cutting-edge technology enabled solutions. The company offers solutions in
industry, energy and healthcare domains. All the projects are software based
hardware solutions. Siemens has recently adopted agile methodology for all its
projects; projects are multi-teams working in multiple global sites.
Table 3.1 contains the summary of the case organization.

3.2.2 Interview Planning and interviewee selection

Case study is planned in such a way that the unit of analysis covers different
projects of various domains. The projects planned to be studied are as shown
in figure 3.3. More than one stakeholder is planned to be interviewed for each
project. Therefore all the stakeholders are planned to be interviewed for projects
with more availability of interviewees.

Different stakeholders are planned to be interviewed based on the availability
and relevance to the unit of analysis are as shown in figure 3.4. The teams are
cross-functional; architects are also involved in development activities. Hence
interviewing architects covers the architectural and development aspects with re-
spect to planning. Test representative such as test lead and manager are planned
to be interviewed to gather testing related issues. To gather problems from the
management perspective scrum masters and integration manager are interviewed.
Scrum masters worked as global team lead prior to the role of Scrum master.
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Context Element Description
Agile adoption Around 5 years
Agile Practices Fol-
lowed

Scrum, Kanban, Test Driven Development, Pair Pro-
gramming

Project type Hardware dependent, large scale complex projects
Team type Multiple teams spread across multiple global sites
Domain Industry, Energy, Healthcare and Infrastructure and

Cities
Customer Market driven (internal, external)
Tools used by projects TFS, Version One, Doors and many other COTS

tools
Maturity of the systems 5 to 10 years old. Some projects are even more than

10 years old.
Prioritization Tech-
nique used

Planning Poker is for estimation/ High level prioriti-
zation normally done using Kano Analysis

Team Size Average members in each team starts from 25 mem-
ber team to 100 member teams

Size of the project 1million to 5 million LOC on an average and few are
really huge, more than 5 million

Table 3.1: Overview of the case organization

Figure 3.3: Project wise division of interviews

Hence interviewing scrum masters also gains in-sight to the issues from the global
tech lead perspective. To validate the information related to global group lead a
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stakeholder current working as a global team lead is planned to be interviewed.
On an average all interviewees planned to be interviewed have 10 years of expe-
rience.

Figure 3.4: Stakeholder Coverage

3.3 Threats To Validity

Empirical research has various threats, Early identification and mitigation of
the threats increases the success of empirical research. Yin[57] discusses various
threats in a case study. Four tests are used to validate the quality of the empirical
research - case study in this case. The tests are construct validity, internal validity,
external validity and reliability. Like any other research, this study also has some
threats to validity. Measures taken to mitigate the treats are as follows –

3.3.1 Construct validity

There is a risk that sufficient operational measures are not developed and sub-
jective judgments are used to collect data [57]. Three tactics are used to increase
construct validity in this study.

1. Triangulation –Invaluable advantage can be taken when more than one
source is used to collect data [57]. As mentioned in section 3.1.3.1 multiple
sources of evidence is used to collect data for this study. Process documents
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are studied to understand the overall planning process. Most of the data is
collected through interviews and survey. Apart from interview direct obser-
vations are made on the planning activities. The observation purpose is to
see if the participants are actually practicing the way they have explained
in the interviews and process documents. In this way multiple sources of
evidence is used to achieve convergent lines of enquiry.

2. Maintain a chain of evidence –Chain of evidence is maintained to in-
crease the reliability of the information in the case study [57]. To provide
evidence it is important to maintain traceability in the analysis steps. The
derivation of results from the data collected can be traced using NVivo.
The tool points to the exact location in the transcript from where results
are obtained. It also points the exact transcript from where each point in
the result is derived. Hence all the transcripts and preliminary results are
maintained in the NVivo database along with traces. A brief demo on how
the data is collected from the transcript is also given to the guide. Addi-
tional information like date of the interview conducted etc. is maintained in
the database; this shows the time sequence in which the data is processed
and results are generated. In this way the analysis steps followed in NVivo
is consistent with the design protocol. The traceability report can be seen
in Appendix F - Traceability Report.

3. Validate of data collected through interviews–The data collected
through interview is formulated as survey questionnaire. This survey was
sent to the participants of the interview to validate the results. This type of
validation enhances the accuracy of the data, hence increasing construct va-
lidity of the study. Following this step will help in producing a high-quality
case study [57].

3.3.2 Internal Validity –

Internal threat to validity is that factors identified through instrument and analy-
sis do not necessarily lead to inefficient planning. To avoid this, interviewees were
explicitly asked about the situations when the factors did not exist and when the
factors existed. For example when the interviewee talks about an issue that led
to inefficient planning, they are asked if the plan was efficient on the situations
when the issue did not exist. Hence in this way the threat to validity is controlled.

3.3.3 External Validity –

There is a threat that the results obtained in this case study are only applicable
to the organization as it’s a single case study. The results of case studies are
often analytical results and it is difficult to generalize analytical results to some
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broader theory [57]. As the unit of analysis is vast topic to study, it is difficult
to study the phenomenon in any other company for replicating the results. Also
being employed in the case organization, contacting other organizations was not
possible. To minimize the external validity threat, the company context is ex-
plained in detail which supports generalization of the identified issues so that the
results can be mapped to other organizations with specific context.

3.3.4 Reliability –

“The goal of reliability is to minimize the errors and biases in a study” [57]. The
objective is to enable an investigator to carry out the case study in the same way
as an earlier investigator and same findings should be derived. The emphasis is
not on replicating but doing the case study again [57]. Earlier external reviewers
were suspicious about the case study findings due to poor documentation. Special
tactics are used to overcome the reliability issue; one of it is designing a case study.
The case study protocol is designed in detail, documenting every step followed.
The study protocol includes a data collection protocol explained in section 3.1.3.1
and analysis protocol explained in section 3.1.3.2.
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Results

In this section the planning process follwed at Siemens is explained and results
of each phase of analysis is presented.

4.1 Agile Release Planning Practice in SIEMENS

All projects in Siemens follow a Product Life Cycle Model. It includes
5 stages –

1. Budgeting – M100 –In the first stage innovations take place (proof of
concept). Product features are presented to a set of product owners and
they would analyze the business value. The product owner evaluates if the
product is profitable to the organization. Depending on the business value
the project is accepted or rejected. On acceptance the project moves to the
next milestone M120.

2. Project Authorization – M120 –In this stage the high level market
requirements are reviewed and approved. User stories are created from
the market requirements. The user stories are then added to the product
backlog. Once the product is ready to be productized, a workshop is held so
that all stakeholders involved in the projects get to know about the project
and are on the same page. The product backlog is categorized into different
software components and then prioritized by the product owner with the
domain expert in place.

3. Validate Product Requirements – M150 –In this stage the realization
concept is defined. A marketing plan for deliverables and schedules is de-
fined. At this stage the organization makes a commitment to the schedule
and content/scope. Once user stories are ready estimates are made and also
the high level design of each software component is done. The dependencies
across the components are identified in the design. Based on the size of the
product backlog the number of releases and length of each release is decided.
Requirements are then selected for the release from the product backlog.
Release backlog is prepared by involving the people who are actually going

23
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to get the work done. For example the stakeholders involved in preparing re-
lease backlog are Product Owner, Scrum Team (Scrum master, Architects,
Project lead and Analyst). The high level estimates aid the requirement
selection procedure. By involving important stakeholders the selection of
requirements is effective as the technical constrains are considered.

4. Product Development and Validation – M200 –Depending on the
number of requirements in the release the size of the sprint and number of
sprints is decided. At this stage a detailed level of estimation is done on
the requirements. Prior to estimation the requirements are further decom-
posed, effort is made to breakdown the requirement to a level that it can be
completed in a day. Based on the size and effort estimates and the capacity
of the team the requirements for the sprint are selected. The size of the
sprint is often kept smaller, due to small batches the tracking of work is
done easily by updating the hours spent against the estimates. During the
development the architects will intervene and check whether the principles
in the design are followed or really implemented, if not the development
will be stopped to refactor and to align with the principles. This process is
called architecture governance. In addition to this process and quality team
ensures that all processes are followed. This is becoming a good practice
adopted by Siemens.
There is stabilization iteration at the end, it is short iteration focused on
final integration testing. After the individual components are tested, inte-
gration testing is carried out where components from different teams are
integrated and tested for its working as a single unit. The robustness of the
product is checked during stabilization.
Unit testing and system testing is done in parallel with the development.
Software goes into the laboratories onto the alpha sites which are outside
Siemens. They are typically installed there and checked for any issues which
might not have been satisfied throughout the development. The developers
fix bugs during system testing, and new functionality is not to be added.

5. First Product Shipment – M300 –Once all the bugs are fixed the prod-
uct is shipped to the customer. After the shipment the maintenance team
monitors the product, until the product is stable.

Overview of the product life cycle is as shown in figure 4.1. The red colored
shapes represent various stages in the project and yellow hexagon represents how
the requirements are processed in different stages.
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Figure 4.1: Product Life Cycle Model

4.1.1 Meetings conducted to plan and track the project.

Release planning –In this meeting user stories are created from the features.
Release backlog is prepared in release planning meeting. The user stories for a
release are decided by the product manager. High level estimates are done and
dependencies are identified. The release planning starts with marketing require-
ments, the categorization is first done by the marketing team. When there is a
requirement of generating reports with particular information, it is assigned to
the reporting team. Similarly when there is a requirement of informing user with
an explicit alarm then the task is assigned to the team who is responsible for the
alarming model. Typically when the requirements are brought in they are also
categorized, the first level of distinction is done by assigning the software compo-
nents to different teams. Followed by the first level the Global Team Lead (GTL)
takes over the analysis and they analyze the requirements, they identify what
dependencies would there be in other components. For example reports might
have dependencies on historical database which is very obvious as they fetch data
from the database. GTL collaborate with each other; identify the dependencies,
and what other teams need to do to fulfill their requirement. This happens be-
fore real development starts. Architects have global information of which teams
are involved, what each team is doing and so on. They are then responsible for
developing story line which is basically prioritization of which features should be
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implemented first. They identify what are the most used interfaces and they tell
the teams responsible to first work on these interfaces, make them available to the
other teams. Dependency identification is critical. Firstly estimates are made,
story points or hours needed for a milestone is determined. Once this is done the
things that can be done in parallel are identified. The number of people that can
be freed out to work in the next release is determined. Aspects such as amount
of training required and the experience band of the people needed for each team
are also considered in the planning.

The stakeholders that generally participate in release planning are Product
managers, Software architects, R&D managers and Scrum masters.
The unit of requirements at various stages is as shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Requirements units in different phases of product life cycle
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Sprint Planning – After the user stories are given by the product owner,
the analyst or agile coach analyze the user stories. The analyst decomposes
the user stories into tasks; and negotiates the requirements with the product
owner. Low level estimations are done in the sprint planning using planning
poker. All the scrum members participate in sprint meeting and planning poker.
The practitioners have experienced positive outcomes of planning poker method
for estimations. One of it is that the people who are estimating are not influencing
one another if it is done properly. So that means each person is having his/her
own gut feeling. The other advantage is that if everyone agrees within certain
limits then no more time is spent on the estimates and one could go on to the
next topic. The 3rd advantage is the task is broken down into reasonable size.
It is easier to estimate a smaller task; also the deviation in the estimates can be
recognized earlier. Sprint planning is conducted one day before the sprint begins.
Sprint retrospect is discussed in this meeting. The things to be improved in the
previous sprint are implemented in the current sprint. Sprint backlog is the end
product of this meeting.

Scrum of Scrum – Scrum of scrum meetings are conducted in order to
communicate with other teams and to analyze the technical constrains. There
may be a dependencies on other scrum teams which may require other teams to
implement a feature of low priority earlier. Scrum masters of all teams are invited
for scrum of scrum meetings. This meeting is done before every sprint begins.

Daily Stand-up Meeting – The team members meet every day for 15 min-
utes and share the daily updates. Issues or concerns are also brought to this
meeting. The sprint backlog is updated daily in the standup meeting.

All the meetings are conducted using Live Meeting tool by Outlook. Since
not all members are located in the same location, meetings are not conducted
face to face.

The results of the case study are described in the below sections. The overview
of the results of each analyses step is as shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2 Overview of interviews conducted

A total of 15 interviews were conducted out of which six interviews were con-
ducted using the initial questionnaire in Appendix C - Initial Questionnaire. Two
interviews were conducted with refined questionnaire. Refined questions are more
focused on addressing the issues related to multiple teams, requirements volatility
and integration as mentioned in Appendix D - Refined Questionnaire. By this
time every stakeholder is interviewed at least once. This gave enough informa-
tion about each stakeholder hence stakeholder specific questionnaire is prepared as
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the results of each step in analysis

mentioned in Appendix E - Stakeholder Specific Questionnaire. Three architects,
two test managers and two product managers were interviewed with stakeholder
specific questions. The information gathered through interviews are the overall
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planning process followed, issues in planning, effects of inefficient planning and
improvements perceived by the practitioners. All interviews except for telephonic
interviews are recorded and stored digitally. The interview are transcribed, the
results of transcription is described in next section. The list of all interviews is
as shown in Table 4.1.

No. Role Project Interviewee
ap-
proaced
date

Interviews
con-
ducted
date

Time
Spent
(Min)

1 Architect Clinical 9-April 10-April 90
2 Architect Clinical 9-April 10-April 90
3 Scrum Master Clinical 9-April 10-April 90
4 Scrum Master Medical

Instruments
10-April 11-April 30

5 Scrum Master Medical
Instruments

10-April 11-April 30

6 Project Manager Clinical 10-April 12-April 90
7 Project Manager Medical

Instruments
20-April 24-April 60

8 Group Team
Leader

Building
Technologies

20-April 26-April,
07-May

120

9 Software Tech-
nologies head

– 18-April 8-May 90

10 Architect and
Developer

Soarian Fi-
nance

27-Apr 9-May 60

11 Test Lead Clinical 9-May 11-May 60
12 Architect Wind Power 23-Apr 23-May 120
13 Test Manager Wind Power 24-May 25-May 60
14 Architect Con-

sultant
– 20-may 25-May 60

15 Integration
Manager

Wind Power 24-May 29-May 60

Table 4.1: Summary of Interviewees

4.3 Transcription

Digital recordings of the interview were transcribed word to word. 13 out of 15
interviews were transcribed word to word and for the remaining two interviews
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notes were taken during interview. The notes are further drafted by elaborating
the points soon after the interview is over. On an average it took around 8 to 10
hours to transcript one hour of interview. Each transcript contained 3000 to 6000
words approximately. The transcription was done using a tool called Express
Scribe; it allows for playback of the audio at a variable speed which helps in the
transcription process.

4.4 Pre-Coding

An example of pre-coding process is shown in Figure 4.4. As seen in the figure
important keywords are highlighted and questions are added when more informa-
tion is needed. On an average it took 2 to 3 hours to pre-code each transcript.

Figure 4.4: Snapshot of pre-coding process

4.5 Extraction of factors from transcripts (Cod-

ing)

In order to aid the coding process, queries such as word frequency are executed.
It shows the count of the words used more often. This ensures that important
points are not missed and helps in coding most frequently words carefully. Figure
4.5 shows the count of top 50 words in the transcripts.

A filter is set to include words greater than 3 letters , as without the filter it
is observed that common words for instant “the”, “and” are also shown in the
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Figure 4.5: Word frequency report

report. Clicking on the word gives the context in which the word is used. Based
on the context a code such as requirements volatility is created. A snapshot of
a code ”Requirements Volatility” is shown in Appendix G - A sample view of a
code in NVivo. The code also contains reference to the transcripts where ”Re-
quirements Volatility” is discussed. It also gives the number of times the topic
is mentioned in each transcript along with the actual text. The code provides
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information about the percentage of the transcript that is related to the topic.
This allows developing a concrete understanding on the importance of the topic.
In total 74 codes are identified in this process. Codes with less information are
not considered for final analysis. The list of codes along with the grouping is
described in next section.

4.6 Grouping of codes into categories

The summary of all codes and its grouping is as shown in Figure 4.6. The size
of the box for each code indicates the number of respondents for the particu-
lar code. The larger boxes are the groups and the boxes within them are codes
classified under that particular group. Grouping of the codes helps to establish
relationships between them to analyze how each group relates to the other. The
relationships are described in the next section.

Figure 4.6: Nodes compared by the transcripts coded

The codes in the above figure are mentioned in Table 4.2.
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Technical Factors Non-Technical Factors
RQ Requirement quality IDM Team involvement in deci-

sions
RV Requirement volatility TI Team interaction
NFRI Nonfunctional requirements

ignorance
CI Customer involvement

RS Requirement selection for
the iteration

POI Product owner involvement

PE Poor estimates PC Poor communication
CD Clarity of done criteria HD Hardware/Infrastructure

dependent
IN Integration PD Poor documentation
IT Incomplete testing LK Knowledge of new technolo-

gies
CX Complexity CD Costumer dissatisfaction
FG Finer granularity of tasks DO Distributed ownership
PA Flat form/Frame work ap-

plications
CFT Inefficient coordination in

cross function
PR Plan /Design refinement IU Inconsistent updation of re-

lease backlog
Strengths CD Cultural dependencies

INT Integration LFR Limitation on frequent re-
leases

TD Technical dependencies UR Understanding of roles
CF Cross functional teams Improvements
CM Change management RM Regular meetings
CR Costumer relationship RP Release planning
EST Estimations CCR Communication in change

requirements
PS Process DEP Dependency
COMM Communications HP Holistic picture
SP Standard process EST Estimation general
WP Wind power NFR Non-technical requirements
BT Building technologies Release planning approach
SF Soarian finance RP Release planning
MI Medical Instruments TM Tracking/Monitoring

Effects EST Estimations
SS Schedule slippage INT Integrations
DF De- scoping of factors PLM Product life cycle
CD Costumer dissatisfaction SP Sprint planning
EL Extra load SI Stakeholders involvement
IDD Increase in defect density TD Technical dependencies
LGI Lack of global idea Strategy
RW Rework Stabilizations
LM Lack of motivation Roles
LP Low productivity

Table 4.2: Codes and their meaning
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4.7 Exploration of the relationships within the

categories

Relations are established among groups identified in the previous step. It explores
the connectivity between the groups. Relationship model described in 3.1.3.2.4
is used in this process. A complete list of all relationships between categories
is in Appendix H - Relationships between categories. The relationship between
the factor and its effect in a particular context, similarly its improvement is
identified as shown in figure 4.7. The casual conditions block contains casual
conditions that influence the central phenomenon which is inefficient planning
(second block). The consequences block contains effects of inefficient planning.
The input to consequences block is the context block. The context block contains
different context identified in the case organization. This shows different context
in which the factors can affect planning. Finally the improvements block contains
the improvements for addressing the central phenomenon i.e. to mitigate the
effects of inefficient planning. Relationships explored in this step are validated.
The validation results are mentioned in the next section.
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Figure 4.7: Results after applying relationship model
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4.8 Determine factor importance

As mentioned earlier the importance to a factor is assigned based on the number
of interview respondents talking about the factor. Interview response is as shown
in table 4.8. Column 1 shows the technical and non-technical factors in decreas-
ing order of importance. Column 2 is the percentage of people responding to
the factor. For instance if 5 people talk about a certain factor then the response
percentage would be 33%.

Figure 4.8: Interview Response

4.9 Validation of data extracted data

The validity of the interview results is done through survey. The response is as
shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. The survey reveals that only 5% have selected
the option strongly disagree. There are some instances of disagreement but not
more than 10%. Strongly agree and agree options have much higher percentage
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of response. In Table 4.9 the overall response of the survey with values such as
mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum is shown. From the table it
is observed that the overall mean is close to 4 as seen in column 3 (Round). The
value 4 represents “Agree” in the likert scale. Hence it is concluded that the data
collected through interviews is validated and the survey respondents agree to the
findings of the interview. Standard deviation is also low indicating that there is
not much deviation in the opinion of the survey respondents.

Figure 4.9: Survey Response and Analysis
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Figure 4.10: Survey Response Statistics
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Data Analysis

In this section the research questions are answered in detail. The validated factors
collected through interview are explained in section 5.1 in the order of ranking
based on factor importance discussed earlier in section 4.8. In section 5.2 the
effects of inefficient planning is discussed and finally the areas of improvement
perceived by participants is explained in section 5.3.

5.1 Factors leading to inefficient planning in ag-

ile projects

In this section the technical and non-technical factors are discussed in detail.
Section 5.1.1 discusses the technical factors, there are total nine technical factors
identified. In section 5.1.2 the non-technical factors are discussed, there are total
eleven non-technical factors identified.

5.1.1 Technical Factors

During analysis a total of 9 technical factors were identified based on the vali-
dation and factor important discussed in section 4.8 and section 4.9. Out of the
9 technical factors, 3 are considered as general factors, 4 are considered as very
common factors and 2 are considered as common factors. These factors occur
in different context of the projects like multiple teams, team, large scale complex
system or general context.
The summary of technical factors and its classification can be seen in table 5.1.
The factors are classified by how commonly the factors are perceived. The rank-
ing of these factors is shown in column 1, ranking is determined as mentioned in
section 4.8. Column 2 and 3 are the identifiers and name of the technical factor.
Columns 4 and 5 denote the process to which the factor belongs, and its descrip-
tion. The technical factors affecting planning in different context is as shown in
column 6. The last column states if the factor is local or global. The factor is
said to be global if more than one stakeholder has responded to the factor. The

39
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number of interview respondants of a particular factor is already determined in
section 4.8.
Each factor is explained in detail in the following sections.

General Factors

Ranking ID Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 RV Requirements
Volatility

Requirement
engineering

Complex and
large Scale
Systems

Global

2 PE Poor Esti-
mates

Planning Team Matu-
rity

Global

3 RQ Requirement
quality

Requirement
engineering

Complex and
large Scale
Systems

Global

Very Common Factors

Ranking ID Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 IT Incomplete
testing

Testing General Global

2 TDP Technical de-
pendency

Planning Multiple
teams

Global

3 CD Clarity of
done criteria

Planning General Global

4 IN Integration Stabilization Multiple
Teams

Global

Common Factors

Ranking ID Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 NFRI Non-
functional
requirements
ignorance

Requirements
Engineering

General Local

2 RS Requirement
selection for
the iterations

Planning Complex and
large Scale
Systems

Local

Table 5.1: Summary of technical factors affecting planning efficiency.
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5.1.1.1 General Factors:

RV: Requirements Volatility: It is a typical thing that requirements change
over the time. Changes come from the customer, product owner or as a result
of a defect. When product managers see some visual output of the product, the
requirements might change. Changes are more when the components are devel-
oped and visible. The reason for requirements changing is also miscommunication
along stakeholders. According to a team leader change might also generate from
the development team. He says “Sometimes a team realized that they need support
from other teams or other components and this was not discovered during manual
design. At that point of time, a team might request another team to do something
in addition to what they have in their backlog to support their requirements”.

The change needs to be considered in the architecture and also updated in the
backlog. Sometimes if there is a change request within the release as a result of
defects or late identification of a supporting requirement then it is not recorded
as a change process. The change does not go through a proper change control
process. Only the changes that are received post development are strictly pro-
cessed under change control process. This situation specially affects the testers.
One of the test lead pointed out that “It becomes very difficult to understand
the changes from one sprint to another” Sometimes the change is communicated
verbally or through an email. Such communication is accepted because the re-
quirements for the release are not yet frozen. In this case the change request is
approved informally and the change is not diligently updated to everybody. The
stakeholders do not realize the importance of updating the change to each and
every member of the team. It is believed that an email communication is sufficient
to carry out the development of the requirements. However if it is not recorded
as change request and requirements document is not updated then the test cases
won’t be written for those changes. At the time of testing the developers inform
the testers about the additional requirements that need to be tested. The testing
is carried out however it may happen that all aspects are not thoroughly tested
as the requirement is not analyzed and test criteria are not defined. Moreover
in health care projects there are FDA regulations for example every requirement
should have test case traceability. These test reports should be approved and
signed off. This makes it even more important to communicate the change to all
the members involved in the project.

An architect working in health care project believes that “The reasons for
deviation are evolving requirements and some technical challenges”. While an
architect working in building technologies added that “Maximum contribution in
delaying the process is requirements not being stable”.

In the opinion of integration manager “some projects with longer release have
more possibilities of change”. Longer releases have more number of requirements.
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There are more changes of missing some requirements as getting a holistic picture
of large systems is difficult. The missing requirements are then added as change
request when the products functionality becomes more visible.

When there is a change it takes a couple of sprints to align everything together.
The impact of change can be felt for a longer time. One of the interviewee sim-
ulated the effects of change to the traffic jam on the highway. He said “On a
highway if someone stops and if there is a traffic jam, after a while the car moves
and no one is stopping on the highway. But then you can measure the jam even
after half an hour. When there is no more blocking the traffic moves but it is
slow”. According to his experience requirements change all the time and the ef-
fort that is needed to adjust the change is usually not considered in the planning.
For example a change might require analyzing the dependencies and implement-
ing those dependencies along with this change. The change adds additional effort
which is often not considered during planning. Also it adds more problems when
changes are not communicated to other teams.

PE: Poor Estimates:Initial effort estimation is usually done on high level
requirements in agile projects. When the requirement is decomposed during the
iteration development, different dimensions may be discovered which were not
considered for high level requirements estimations. “The estimation of effort is
much more than people would think” according to the experience of manager. An
interviewee calls the maturity of the team to be the biggest factor, “In my opinion
the people involved in estimating are not always qualified to do the estimates and
this is the biggest factor”. While another interviewee pointed out that ”There
are overestimations because of which the team needs to stretch”. Poor estimates
are one of the major factors in leading to schedule slippage according to a test lead.

RQ: Requirement Quality: If requirements are undiscovered they result in
defects later. Individual components may work well when tested, however when
the whole product is tested then it may not work as expected. This may happen
due to missing of some supporting requirements which are undiscovered. These
supporting requirements should be identified when the entire product is designed.
An architected mentioned that “During sprint demos the product managers re-
alize that it is not the complete end to end functionality. Sometimes it happens
the product manager never mentioned those requirements supporting end to end
scenario”.

If a new technology needs to be implemented then the requirements are not
always well understood. According to an architect sometimes requirements are
not mature enough, if the technology or domain is new to the team. If the
requirements are not clear or missing it can create even more problems as the
dependencies may not be identified. Integration manager points out that “It has
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happened that we do not find out the dependency until the end of the release or
even when we have released due to requirements not being clear or they are miss-
ing.”

5.1.1.2 Very Common Factors:

IT: Incomplete Testing:Sometimes the workflows are not fully tested. This
case is even more evident when testing the non-functional requirements. One
of the interviewee pointed out that “agile testing is more focused on functional
testing”. In other cases only some parts of the workflows are available for testing.
For example if a method is to be invoked in two ways, the developers finish one
way of testing and it is given for testing. After testing one way of invocation it
cannot be said 50% work is done or 50% work is remaining as it is not known how
the second method will work and how the first method will perform when the sec-
ond method is developed. Will the two methods work independently without any
issues? These questions cannot be answered until the entire workflow is tested.
One of the test lead says that “we really didn’t have to get into monitoring how
much is done and how much is not done in waterfall model, because we just take
when it is all done. If it is not done, we won’t take it up for testing.”

There is also limitation on testing due to the domain. Complete testing for
medical domain projects at iteration level is not possible due to FDA regulations.
External testing cannot be done until the whole software is ready. This means
that until all requirements are tested it cannot be sent to the customer. The
project manager of such a project mentioned that “External testing might reveal
that the algorithm is not fully tuned to the real world cases; maybe retraining of
the algorithm is needed”. This kind of testing cannot be done during the iteration
level.

TDP: Technical Dependency:Technical dependency is when a require-
ment depends on other requirement for its working. The requirements cannot be
tested completely until the dependent requirement is developed. According to an
interviewee the reason for delay is dependencies on other groups. Sometimes a
requirement might depend on a different component that is being developed by
other teams. This creates problems when there are multiple teams involved.

Technical dependency affects planning when the dependency is not identified
at an early stage. However in practice it is not always the case. An interviewee
added “As we analyze the requirements and deepen our understanding, we should
find out dependencies. But we do not always do that” There are two reasons
why the dependencies cannot be identified or implemented properly. One of the
reasons is that the interface is not easily identifiable because the requirements
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are not specified completely, or because the product manager did not mention
it. This kind of dependencies may not be mentioned clearly in the requirement
but they might be needed to complete a workflow. Such dependencies should be
identified in the design. In the second case the dependency may be clear but the
dependency may not be defined properly. For example if a component depends
on an interface to connect to other components or hardware component, then the
parameters needed by the component should be clearly defined. If the component
requires something other than what was designed in the interface then the de-
pendency does not work. The missing or incorrect dependencies results in defects
and therefore delays the entire process.

CD: Clarity of Done Criteria:Different individuals have different under-
standing on what done means. An interviewee experienced that “people don’t
want to report yellow or red”. Typical they report green even when some things
are yet to be completed, for example only one documentation task is left. Which
is very critical because if there are many teams and they all report green, but they
have some open tasks then to the management it is all green. The interviewee
added “they take it personally when they have to report yellow and they would
never report red”. If the team reports red or yellow then it can be handled in the
next planning. But if only green is reported then the plan will never be refined
and it will fail at the end.

One of the architects pointed out that “Planning from developer’s perspective
is different for product owner’s perspective. What developers consider a feature to
done may not be the same for the product owners. If the feature cannot be used
by the customer then the feature is not done according to the product manager”

IN: Integration:In multiple team projects, the components in the project
are developed by different teams. These components interact with each other at
some point of time. If the components are not able to interact properly then
the entire system might fail. One of the reasons why the interface between the
two components might not work is that the interface may be changed without
informing the teams dependent on it. An interface may be needed to change in
order to fix a bug in the interface. If the teams dependent on the interface are not
notified then, the individual components may work correctly but when integrated
they may fail. One of the interview mentioned that “During the end phase of the
project, we experience a trend that defects at this stage are not really reproducible
or consistent. Hence integration related defects are not easy to fix”.
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5.1.1.3 Common Factors:

NFRI: Non-functional requirements ignorance: In the sprint planning
the understanding of non-functional requirements is very important as it gives
an idea of how the timeline is going to look like. According to a technical lead
“Sometimes product managers are not fully aware of the non-functional require-
ments and also during sprint demos the behavior of NFRs is not really demon-
strable”. The defects related to NFRs are mostly realized during system testing
where the large scale testing is done to test the system limits.

The interviewee also pointed out that “Maximum contribution in delaying the
process is requirements not being stable at the same time developers and testers
not considering NFRs” He adds “NFR ignorance costs the release schedule and
proper definition of NFR is importing for adhering to the schedule”. If the NFRs
are not defined properly then the test cases are also not written properly and
there is a gap in test coverage for NFRs. The defects in NFRs are costly as it
may require changes in the design and also regression testing needs to be done.
The interviewee adds that “There is no denial that NFRs like scalability, etc. are
ignored in agile projects”.

RS: Requirement selection for the iterations:The requirements selec-
tion for the iterations is important; it should be done such that there is some
testable content for every sprint. At the end of the sprints there should be a
workflow that can be tested. However at the end of the sprint not all require-
ments in the workflow are completed. The test lead adds that “During sprints
separate test cases are written just of the requirements without considering the
workflow because the workflow is not implemented to be tested”. And when the
workflow is completed the test cases have to be modified to a great extent to
put it into the workflow. This includes a lot of rework; another interviewee adds
that “How the requirements are phased across different iterations continues to be
a challenge at least from the test perspective.”
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5.1.2 Non–Technical factors

Total 11 non-technical factors identified in this study based on the validation
and factor important discussed in sections 4.8 and 4.9. Out of the 11 factors 2
are considered as general factors, 2 are considered as very common factors, 3 are
considered as common factors and 4 are categorized other factors. These factors
occur in different context of the projects like multiple teams, Multi-sites, hardware
dependency, domain or general context.

The summary of non-technical factors and its classification can be seen in
table 5.2.

The factors are classified by how commonly the factors are perceived. The
ranking of these factors determined as mentioned in section 4.8, ranking is shown
in column 1. Column 2 and 3 are the identifiers and name of the technical factor.
In column 4 and 5 are the names of the process the factor belongs to and factor
description. The technical factors affecting planning in different context is as
shown in column 6. The last column states if the factor is local or global.

Each factor is explained in detail in the following sections.

5.1.2.1 General Factors:

IDM: Team’s involvement in decision making:The product manager is
usually involved in decision making; this causes conflict in understanding the re-
quirements for all the other stakeholders like developers and testers. One of the
interviewee adds. “So usually you should include many people in the planning but
usually this is not done”. This creates even more problems when teams are split
across multiple locations. An interviewee mentions that “It is not prevalent to
see all stakeholders coming together for decision making, specifically due to teams
distributed into multiple sites”. The requirements are put in the backlog without
involving representatives of all roles in the decision. The lack of involvement is
mostly seen from the testing team. One of the test lead adds “Testers don’t always
get into design discussions because they are pre-occupied with testing requirements
from previous sprints.” The involvement of testing team representative in plan-
ning discussions will give more visibility of design and implementation which will
help the testing, but this usually does not happen in practice.
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General Factors

Ranking ID Non-Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 IDM Team’s involve-
ment in decision
making

Planning Multi-site Global

2 PC Poor Communi-
cation

Development
and Testing

Multiple
Teams,
Multi-site

Global

Very Common Factors

Ranking ID Non-Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 PD Poor Documen-
tation

Requirements
Engineering

General Global

2 HD Hardware or In-
frastructure de-
pendency

Planning Hardware
Depen-
dency

Global

Common Factors

Ranking ID Non-Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 TI Testing Team
Interaction

Development
and Testing

Multiple
Teams

Global

2 LK Lack of domain
or technology
knowledge

NA Domain Global

3 TD Team Dynamics NA Multiple
sites

Global

Other Factors

Ranking ID Non-Technical
Factor

Process Context Impact

1 CFT Inefficient coor-
dination in cross
functional team

Development
and Testing

Multiple
Teams

Local

2 IU Inconsistent up-
dating of release
backlog

Documentation Multiple
Teams

Local

3 POI Product owners
involvement

NA General Local

4 DFR Difficulty in Fre-
quent Releases

Planning Domain Local

Table 5.2: Summary of non-technical factors affecting planning efficiency
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PC: Poor Communication:There are issues raised due to poor communi-
cation, this creates more problems in the context of multiple teams in multiple
global sites. One of the project managers adds “Communication is another aspect
as all members are not in the same place”. In the case of multiple sites, the prod-
uct manager is not at the same location as the engineering team. This limits the
communication opportunity with the product manager. An architect mentions
that “Release planning is done at Malvern (different location with different time
zone)”. Time zone is another aspect that affects communication. Another archi-
tect adds that “There is lack of communication across locations as time zones are
different. This causes delay when queries need to be answered”. Also meetings
are not always conducted jointly, only minutes of meetings are shared after the
meeting through mails.

5.1.2.2 Very Common Factors:

PD: Poor Documentation:Sometimes requirements are generated from the
architects in order to support the design, such requirements are developed before
they get approved by the product manager and added to the backlog. The testers
are not aware of such requirements and this created problems while testing as the
test cases are not available. One of the testers adds “Requirements not being
documented properly has been a pitfall”.

Documentation when not done properly at the right time may result in non-
yielding task. For example as stated above the sometimes development starts
even before the requirements are documented. Later the requirements are added
for the regulatory processes. Moreover the testing cannot be delayed hence the
requirements are written in a limited time after which the testing needs to be
done. To this a test lead adds that “From regulatory perspective we get covered
but if it is not a good document then it might not be useful”.

HD: Hardware or Infrastructure dependency:There are some external
factors like unavailability of the dependent hardware or scrum/beta site. Some-
times a 3rd party approval is needed to use the hardware; this causes delay in
testing the entire system. The test lead adds “During the end of release due to
the hardware configuration there is much more to be tested from what we have
planned”. In addition to this there is also unavailability of the scrum/beta sites.
Scrum or beta sites are specially configured production environment used for the
developers testing purpose. The architect of such a project mentions that “It
does happen at times that the team is ready for beta testing but the beta sites are
not available for testing”.
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5.1.2.3 Common Factors:

TI: Testing Team Interaction:The testing team does not interact with the
product manager. The interaction between product manager and testing team
is as important as discussion with any other stakeholder. The test lead had
expressed that “The testing team never interacts with the product manager”. Re-
quirements testability is an important factor to decide if the requirement can be
implemented or not. This kind of information can be better provided by the
tester. To this another stakeholder adds that “Involvement of all team leaders
during freezing requirement in a release is important. Working with the product
manager during this phase helps the team leader to better understand the require-
ments and check the feasibility and testability”.

LK: Lack of domain or technology knowledge:Often the technology
chosen for the project is not evaluated properly. The choice of the technology is
sometimes decided upon the technology familiarity among the team or because
it is easy to use. Some systems are very old and the team members have been
working with the same system for a very long time. These members are reluctant
to accept new technology and prefer to build the system with the same tech-
nology that was used for many years. One of the architects pointed out that
“The senior members bring hypothetical concerns which are not going to work,
and it takes a lot of time to convince them about it”. In domain specific projects
there are more chances of defects due to logical errors if domain is not understood.

TD: Team Dynamics:As a result of changes in requirements there may be
a dependency on other teams to finish a task prior to the work they are doing.
However according to an interviewee “Ever scrum group would have their own
priorities to finish tasks.” She further adds that “It creates even more problems
when teams are multi-site”. In practice the scrum teams are reluctant to reorder
the workflow in order to complete their own tasks as early as possible. A scrum
master adds that “Some scrum masters might have their own motive in completing
their tasks”.

5.1.2.4 Other Factors:

CFT: Inefficient coordination in cross functional team:Agile teams are
cross-functional teams, the developers and testers work closely as one team. When
there are defects it stays within the scrum team. Sometimes the defects get re-
solved without updated to the defect backlog. The test leads sees a negative
influence of such practice. She adds “Sometimes there are some defects which
can be used to understand the pattern of implementation, this does not happen
as defects are not logged properly”. This is essentially important in the view of
planning. Certain defects can highlight some of the problems which when recti-
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fied can yield into efficient development.

IU: Inconsistent updating of release backlog:In most cases the user
story is considered done when the user story is implemented. The release burn-
down is updated accordingly upon completion. However as a result of defects
or changes from customer there may be some re-implementation needed. This is
not always updated to the release backlog; as a result release burndown gives a
wrong indication of the project progress. One the interviewee adds “This becomes
even more problematic when there are multiple teams involved. Other scum teams
may not be aware of the changes. The change may affect something that they are
working which they should be aware of.”

POI: Product owner’s involvement:In agile teams more often only the
engineering team is agile while the higher management is not agile. The com-
munication with the product owner is limited. One of the interviewee mentioned
that “Product owner don’t see what is being developed. They do get into that level
of scrutiny during the sprint development and this is a pitfall”.

DFR: Difficulty in Frequent Releases:One of the advantages of agile
planning is frequent releases. However in some project it is not possible to release
the software frequent. One of the integration managers working in the wind power
project commented that “Customers don’t like frequent releases because they lose
production; we have to pay them that amount of money to allow us to do the
upgrade”. He added that “Our customers would not want us to deliver frequently;
on the other hand they also want a short time to market”.

5.2 Effects of inefficient planning

In this section the effects of the factors mentioned above are discussed. The ef-
fects are collected from the interview participants. The effects are as follows in
table 5.3. Column 2, 3, and 4 represent the identifier, name and description of
the effect. The associated factors that lead to these effects are listed in column
5.

Each effect is explained in detail in following sections.

SS: Schedule Slippage or De-scoping of Features – One of the most
common effects of inefficient planning is Schedule slippage or de-scoping of the
features. One of the scrum master stated that If the size of the feature is not
estimated appropriately (PE) then there are chances that the development will take
longer than estimated. In addition to this test lead mentioed that the hardware
needed (HD) for the product can also cause delay. If the dependent hardware is
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Number ID Effects Associated factors
1. SS Schedule slippage/De-

scoping of features
PE,RQ,HD,RS,IT,TDP

2. EL Extra load on team RV, PE
3. IDD Increase in defect density RQ,RV,PC,LK
4. LGI Lack of global idea PD,IU, ITI
5. RW Rework PC,RS
6. LP Lack of Motivation TD,LK

Table 5.3: Summary of effects of Technical and Non-technical Factors

not available due to pending approval then the software cannot be tested until it
is available. A group team tead believes that delay is also caused due to late
discovery of defects as a result of poor requirement specification or quality (RQ).
The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Factors causing schedule slippage or de-scoping of features

Testing is another aspect which can cause delay. A test lead adds that due
to inefficient selection of requirements (RS) for the sprint there may not be any
testable content at the end. This will not give a clear picture of how much is done
and how much is left to do. Incomplete testing (IT) due to unavailability of the
dependent feature is also one of the reasons for delay. This effect in turn leads to
Customer dissatisfaction.

Extra Load on Team:As a result of requirement changes (RQ) there is often
something more to implement then what was planned. One of the interviewee
added Often changes lead to extra load on team . A scrum master adds that when
tasks are not estimated properly (PE) then the team might need to stretch the
working hours in order to deliver on time. The extra load on team further leads
to chaotic situation in the team.

The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Factors causing Extra load on team

IDD: Increase in Defect Density: According to the test manager de-
fects are caused due to incorrect requirements, changing requirements (RV), or
no requirements (RS) at all . Also the global team lead adds that tnadequate
communication (PC) within and across the teams lead to misconceptions which
in turn leads to increase in defect density . Finally one more reason leading to
lot of logical errors is due to lack of domain knowledge.
The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Factors causing increase in defect density

LGI: Lack of Global Idea:If the requirements are not well documented (PD)
all members working at different locations will lack a global idea of the project.
This is also caused by inconsistent updating of release backlog (IU). The scrum
master adds that due to the lack of global idea, the impact of single decision on the
entire product is not understood. Also the integration manager adds that when
all team members are involved in decision making (ITI), the entire team has a
holistic picture of the project.
The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.4.
RW: Rework:Test cases are written for each workflow. A test lead highlights
the problem with testing when the entire workflow is not developed (RS) then
requirements are tested individually. For this purpose separate test cases are writ-
ten. Also as a result of defects the features that are tested previously need to be
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Figure 5.4: Factors causing lack of global idea

re-implemented and re-tested along with the existing features to be tested. This
involved lot of re-work and extends the testing cycle. Poor communication (PC)
often leads to misinterpretation of the tasks, this causes defects and lot of rework.
The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Factors causing rework

LP: Lack of Motivation: Scrum master states that if the team dynamics are
not good the teams are not motivated to take handle requets from others.
The factors causing the effect are as shown in figure 5.6.

5.3 Areas of improvement

In this section the areas of improvement are discussed. These areas of improve-
ments are commonly perceived by the participants. The areas of improvement
are as shown in table 5.4. Column 2, 3, and 4 represent the identifier, name
and description of the areas of improvement. The associated factors that can be
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Figure 5.6: Factors causing Lack of Motivation

improved by the improvements are listed in column 5.
Each areas of improvement are explained in detail in following sections.

Number ID Improvement Area Associated factors
1. DEP Dependency TD, HD
2. INT Integration IN
3. HP Holistic picture ITI ,CD
4. CCR Communication of change in re-

quirements
RV,IU

5. SP Sprint Planning RS
6. CAT Communication across teams ITI , PC
7. NFR Non Functional Requirements NFRI
8. DOC Documentation PD

Table 5.4: Summary of Areas of Improvement

DEP: Dependency:The dependencies are analyzed while planning. However as
discussed earlier; the dependency across teams can be affected by - team dynam-
ics and hardware dependencies. To deal with this the practitioners suggest “the
use of simulations or mock components”. The mock components are small ap-
plications that act as the component itself. The interactions with the dependent
component can be tested using the mock component without waiting for the de-
pendent component to be implemented. Similarly when hardware is not available
due to pending approval, simulations can be used as a hypothetical model of the
hardware. However the implementation of simulations might be difficult or ex-
pensive. The simulations must be implemented in advance whenever it is feasible.

INT: Integration:Interfaces that are used across a lot of components should
be integrated first. This needs to be done because there is a major impact if the
interface is integrated late; it impacts the design of component. Global tech
lead adds that “the priority for integrating cross cutting features should be high”.
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Cross cutting interfaces are interfaces used by other teams. If it is integrated
early it is also tested more. If the cross cutting interfaces are integrated late in
the project development stage then it has a high impact as it involves a lot of
regression testing. All components have certain level of maturity towards the end
and if there is any change, every component has to be tested once again. Hence
cross cutting interfaces should be implemented at the highest priority.

HP: Holistic Picture:There are factors like unclear clarity of done criteria
and inefficient involvement of stakeholders because of which the team lacks a
global idea of the project. Each stakeholder should understand what part they
play in the project. An interviewee mentions that “every team member works on
a piece of puzzle of the big picture. Every puzzle piece must be of the same quality
as the big picture”. This can be achieved when the product vision is clear among
all members. Also all key stakeholders, i.e. key representatives from each line of
functionality should be involved in decision making.

CCR: Communication of change in requirements:The projects of
complex nature are prone to a lot of changes. These changes are updated to
the backlog, however in practice it does not always happen. As seen in factor IU,
the changes within a release are not diligently updated to the release backlog.
It is the responsibility of the scrum master and team leader to update the back-
log and analyze the different components that might be affected by the change.
Test lead states that “The changes should also be communicated to the test team
representative. Who should then communicate to all members of the test team so
that test cases are written or updated for the change”. This will allow testers to
consider additional efforts and also identify inter component communication test
cases. In this way the effort required to implement the change is better analyzed.

SP: Sprint Planning: A test lead states that the decomposition if the re-
quirement should be done in a way that there should be some testable content at
the end of the iteration. The selected requirements should represent a complete
workflow, which is a good indication of the work done. This flow of requirements
execution can be tested when workflows are tested and validated within a specific
situation. In this way the requirements are tested from all aspects. In the paper
it is stated that using workflow reduces gap between business view and IT view.
They conclude that this approach is specifically suited for agile process descrip-
tions with abstract specification.

CAT: Communication across teams:The division of the requirements is
done by following the first level of distinction about which software component is
responsible for fulfilling the requirements. The requirements are then allocated to
the team responsible for that component. The division of requirements is made
along with some dependencies between the requirements. The global tech lead
and architects are responsible for analyzing the dependency. An architect men-
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tions that “the teams working on their part should be aware of the impact caused
by changing something”. However this can be affected due to poor communica-
tion if the dependency is not communicated across the teams. Scrum of scrum
meetings must be conducted regularly. And more often than planned if there are
changes.

NFR: Non Functional Requirements:As discussed earlier the conversion
of NFRs to test cases does not happen as expected. To address this interviewee
suggested that “NFRs should be defined for the complete system workflow and
not for a single component”. These components should be identified and global
guidelines for implementing the NFR should be developed. The global team lead
and test lead should make sure these guidelines are communicated to the test
team so that the working of NFR can be tested along with the components that
the NFR impacts.

DOC: Documentation: A test lead states that documentation process has
a tendency to result as a non-yielding task when not done properly. The updating
of the document must be continuously monitored. Effort must be taken to ensure
that wasteful documentation is not done just to be covered from the regulatory
perspective.
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Discussion and Limitations

Lessons learned

Thorough this study the technical and non-technical factors that influence the
efficiency of planning are identified. While literature focuses on technical factors
like prioritization and estimation [35], [23], [39], [37], [46], there are lot of non-
technical factors that leads to inefficiency in the planning process. These factors
are collected through interviews and validated through survey.

The impact of each of the factors on planning is identified in this study. Seven
different contexts in which the factors have an effect on planning are identified.
The area of improvements perceived by the practitioners is also discussed. Qual-
itative analysis provides an overview of the technical and non-technical factors
that lead to inefficient planning. Through the analysis the impact of the factors
is also identified. From the results it is observed that not only technical factors
but also non-technical factors lead to inefficient planning.

Key points are revisited below. The complete answers to research questions
are mentioned in Chapter 5.

6.1 Discussion on Technical Factors

6.1.1 Requirements Volatility

“A core principle in agile software development is to adapt and react quickly to
changes demanded by the environment” [44]. RV: Requirement Volatility is most
commonly perceived factor by the interviewees and survey respondents. 5 inter-
viewees have stated requirements volatility to be a problem while planning. It is
also highly ranked in the survey conducted in this study; there was not a single
instance of disagreement. 12 survey respondents have strongly agreed and 8 have
agreed with this factor. This result corroborate that requirements volatility is a
challenge in software project management [22, 29, 45]. One the interviewee men-
tions that due to large number of requirements the management of requirements
is difficult, this is supported by [22]. It states that requirements are unstable and
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are difficult to classify or capture. Requirements volatility is also mentioned as
one of the challenge in MDRE [29]. [45] identified requirement volatility as a chal-
lenge in agile environment. In this study requirement volatility is studied in the
terms of planning and what effect is has on planning. According to the results re-
quirements volatility has effects such as extra load on team and increase in defect
density. This in turn leads to slippage in release date. Requirements volatility
is caused due to changes from the product owner or due to defects. Sometime
changes are also generated within the development team, for instance a new re-
quirement is added at a later stage to complete the end the end functionality.
These changes must be updated to the release backlog and to the sprint backlog
for the sprint for which the change is assigned. This updating is important in
order to make the changes more visible to all team members. When the changes
are visible it is possible to plan well during planning meetings. Changes must be
communicated to all team members so that any new dependencies are identified
and also test cases are written at an early stage. The testers have mentioned that
there is low test coverage of the requirements due to requirements volatility.

6.1.2 Estimates

It has been identified as a challenge in agile planning; the development teams
underestimate the effort required for development [6]. Estimates made in terms
of story points are sometimes more compelling than measuring the ideal days
[12]. However it highly depends on the team maturity. If the team is not able to
understand the requirement due to lack of technical or domain knowledge; then
estimating even a relative measure such as story points is difficult. The reliability
of the estimates is based on the team maturity. If there are new team members in
the team then trainings or workshops should be conducted to ensure the team has
the required knowledge to ensure the required competency level is achieved. Lack
of necessary skill set is one of the failure factor in agile projects [11]. This view
has been supported n this study in terms of planning and it has been validated
that estimates are highly dependent on team maturity. Also there has been no
disagreement when validated through survey.

6.1.3 Requirements quality

Agile requirements make it difficult to identify the end-to-end scenarios, this
causes missing of some requirements. Also the detection of dependencies is done
quite late during the development cycle as stated by an architect and integration
manager. This supports the view of [52] it is mentioned that the attitude towards
agile requirements makes software architecture development more difficult. The
overall agreement of survey participants is high. Although there is one instance of
disagreement, the projects with good requirements engineering process and good
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collaboration with customers seem to view requirement quality as less serious
issue.

6.1.4 Testing

Feature driven development is proven effective in agile project [31]. It helps to
meet on-time market, improves communication, collaboration, product quality
and project planning [31]. This view is extended in this study, the benefits of
feature driven development on testing process which lead to efficient planning is
discussed.
Workflow based testing is a better way to test the feature functionality compared
to testing single requirements. It also gives a good indication of the feature com-
pletion. For workflow based testing it is important to select all the requirements
in a feature for a sprint and effort should be made to complete the implementa-
tion of the feature within the sprint. If there is any incomplete implementation
of the feature then that feature should be moved to the next sprint and should
not be considered completed even when some of the requirements of the feature
are completed. This gives a proper indication of the work done and the work to
be completed.

6.1.5 Technical Dependencies

Dealing with dependencies in more difficult in market driven product development
[20]. This has been extended in this study; with the problem of team dynamics.
If the team is not supportive they are not willing to take up request works as a
result of a dependent requirement.

6.1.6 Non-functional Requirements Ignorance (NFR)

Non-functional requirements are often ill-defined and ignored during early devel-
opment cycles, this has also been identified as a challenge in [44]. In this study it
has been observed that product managers are unaware of NFRs and it is difficult
to demonstrate NFRs during sprint demo. The defects or changes due to NFRs
are also very expensive as they are detected late.

6.1.7 Integration

Continuous integration is an important success in agile projects, though there are
technical complexity in integration it has been considered important to keep the
development on track [17]. Agile practices like planning game and simple design
is suitable for frequent integration according to [56]. However some challenges
with integration when multiple teams are involved are identified in this study.
Sometimes a team might change an interface without informing teams that are
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using it. Integration defects are not always reproducible and are difficult to be
fixed.

Clarity of done criteria and requirements selection for iterations are also fac-
tors identified in this study.

6.2 Discussion on Non-technical Factors

6.2.1 Hardware or Infrastructure Dependency

In agile projects the development starts without spending a lot of time on de-
sign. However in large scale projects where work is distributed to multiple teams,
the interdependencies must be identified properly. Also in hardware dependent
projects the hardware interfaces must be well defined. Failure to identify and
design the interfaces will lead to defects during integration. This will in turn
cause a lot of rework and may have a potential impact on the schedule.

6.2.2 Decision Making and Testing Team Involvement

It has been observed in this study that test representatives do not participate
in any of the decision making. The communication between the test team and
product managers is limited, in some projects there is no communication between
test representatives and product manager. Though the literature mentions the
importance of selecting the key stakeholders [24],[48], the involvement of testers
is not explicitly mentioned in any of the previous studies. However in this study
a clear need of test representatives in the decision making has been identified.
When there is pressure from higher management to deliver the product, it is al-
ways the testing process that is compromised in comparison to the development
process. The time given for testing becomes limited in case of tight schedule.

It has been mentioned in [16] that if stakeholders do not concur the project
goals then it leads to being a biggest risk for the project. This study supports
this view; when key stakeholders are not involved in decision making they do
not have a global idea. This is also regarded as a challenge in [8] as it leads to
overscoping.

6.2.3 Communication and Documentation

The importance of communication has been stated in [7, 19, 21, 27, 29]. The
problem of communication has been seen as a practical challenge [15]. Also weak
communication leads to overscoping [8] which poses problem in planning. Com-
munication is an important success criteria when discussing change in software
development teams [49]. This has been validated in this study. All the require-
ments and test cases must be communicated and documented. And any changes
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in the requirements must be updated to all team members so that everyone has a
holistic view of the project. This is especially important when the requirements
are large and distributed among different teams at multiple sites. Also sometimes
wasteful documentation is done [42] this has also been observed in this study.

6.2.4 Inconsistent Updation of Release Backlog

Inconsistent updation of software requirements document has been viewed as a
challenge [5], it has been reported that the resources are never enough to update
the document and at times the document updation and programming happens
in parallel resulting in scope creep. This has also been observed in this study;
the developers sometimes forget to update the release backlog as they are pre-
occupied with the change request.

6.2.5 Product Owner Involvement

The availability of customer representative or product owner in agile projects is
often limited and the involvement with the development team is not sufficient
[6],[44]. This has been also validated in this study.

6.2.6 Team dynamics

Another aspect of agile is “people over processes’ [11]’. However in this study we
see that if the team dynamics are not good it can lead to inefficient planning.
This creates even more problems when there are multiple teams. Different teams
need to co-operate with each other and work as a single team.

6.2.7 Limitations of frequent releases - one of the agile
principles

An observation in this study is that customer of large scale production system such
as power plants, do not like frequent releases. As they need to stop production in
order to deploy the product. In addition to this there are some medical projects
that have FDA regulation on the release. The entire product must be ready to be
able to test at the customer end. This limited the number of releases. Frequent
releases are one of the agile principles, but in this context (domain) it is not
possible to make frequent releases.

In addition lack of domain or technical knowledge and inefficient coordination
in cross functional team is also identified as factors affecting efficiency of planning.

The factors are mapped to higher lever issues in software engineering. However
apart from prioritization, estimation and requirements selection, other factors are
not covered with respect to planning in the previous literature. It was surprising
to note that non-functional factors are considered to be more affecting than the
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technical factors. Although technical factors also have influence on planning
and are considered important, non-technical factors are often neglected. This
is because they are not measurable. The impact of technical factors can be
measured quantitatively. Hence the importance of non-functional requirements is
not recognized widely in the literature. It is also difficult to quantify the impact
of non-technical factors.

6.3 Limitations

Construct Validity - Triangulation - A good number of interviews are conducted
within wind power, clinical and medical instruments projects. On gaining a good
understanding of the planning process and the challenges involved in planning,
more projects of other domains are studied by interviewing a highly experienced
stakeholder. However some projects were closer to the deadline and not many
stakeholders were available for the interview. Soarian Finance and Building Tech-
nologies are such projects for which one stakeholder is interviewed due to unavail-
ability of interviewees. As all projects within Siemens follow a unified planning
process, interviewing only one stakeholder currently working in the project is suf-
ficient. In addition to this a software technology head is interviewed who has
vast experience in supervising projects of different domains within Siemens. This
provides validation and more information can be generated from projects with
limited access to interviewees by interviewing stakeholders who are supervising
those projects.

Theory Validity The main limitation of this study is the risk of missing factors.
This maybe the result of limited set of practitioners involved in this study due to
limited availability. Product owners were not interviewed hence customer related
factors affecting the planning efficiency may need to be explored further. Also
the improvements provided by practitioners are opinions of the participants; the
improvements are not validated in the case organization.

External Validity The limitation of this study is that the findings of this study
are based on a specific company. To reduce the influence of external validity the
findings of this study are mapped to higher lever issues in the areas of software
engineering.

Internal validity and reliability are believed to be taken care of as mentioned
in section 3.3.
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Conclusion and Future work

7.1 Conclusion and Future work

Technical and non-technical factors affecting efficiency of planning in software ag-
ile projects are identified in this study. Case study has been conducted in Siemens
to identify the factors. Interviews and surveys were used to collect and validate
the data. Projects of different domains have been studied and perspective of
various stakeholders such as global team lead, test lead, test manager, architects,
scrum masters, project managers and integration manager are interviewed. And
grounded theory is used to analyse the collected data.

The goal of this thesis is to identify the technical and non-technical factors
that affect planning efficiency. The technical and non-technical factors are clas-
sified in the context in which they affect planning. Within the case study seven
different contexts are identified. They are - multiple teams, multiple global site
teams, hardware dependent, domain, complex and large scale projects and team
maturity. The technical and non-technical factors identified in different context
are as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Different effects the factors have are
mentioned in Table 5.3 and finally areas of improvement are as summarized in
Table 5.4.

The overview of results for each research questions is as described below -

RQ1: What are the technical and non-technical factors that influence the
efficiency of agile planning?
Technical factors identified in this study are - requirements volatility, poor es-
timates, requirements quality, incomplete testing, technical dependency, clarity
of done criteria, integration, non-functional requirements ignorance and require-
ments selection for the iterations.
Non-technical factors identified in this study are - testing team interaction, lack
of domain or technology knowledge, team dynamics, Inefficient coordination in
cross functional teams, inconsistent updating of release backlog, product owners
involvement, Difficulty in frequent releases.
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RQ2: What are the effects of such technical and non-technical factors on the
efficiency of planning?
The effects of the factors identified are - schedule slippage/de-scoping of features,
extra load on team, increase in defect density, lack of global idea, rework, lack of
Motivation.

RQ3: What are the areas of improvements perceived by the practitioners in
order to increase the efficiency of planning?
The areas of improvements in planning are - dependency, integration, holistic pic-
ture, communication of change in requirements, sprint planning, communication
across teams, non-functional requirements and documentation.

Several factors in this study are related to requirements such as requirements
volatility, neglecting NFRs, requirements quality. To develop a good plan it is
important to make sure that requirements are well defined and documented. Any
changes in the requirements must be analysed and the design must be refined
accordingly. Also the changes must be communicated to all team members by
updating the release and sprint backlogs. The NFRs should be considered in the
design from an early stage as defects in NFRs are costly and may require changing
the design.

This study also highlights problems related to lack of proper involvement of
key stakeholders in decision making. The presence of test representatives in the
decision making will allow the requirement to be analyzed by a testing perspec-
tive; quality criteria such as testability can be better analyzed by a tester. It will
also help the tester to understand the requirements well and this will improve
the quality of test cases. Testing is often neglected in planning; however it is
observed that testing is as important as any other factor. Writing well-defined
test cases and allocating sufficient time for testing will result in better detection
of defects at the iterations level. If these defects are not identified at an early
stage, they will result in defects during system testing. This causes delay in the
delivery. With better planning the defects can be captured and fixed at an early
stage thus helping in timely delivery.

The goal of the study is not to provide solution or guidelines to mitigate the
factors affecting planning efficiency rather it is to highlight the challenges or fac-
tors that can lead to inefficient planning. These factors will help to understand
what guidelines should be implemented in order to mitigate the factors. Hence de-
veloping guidlines for efficient planning is the future work identified for this study.

All the factors and its effects in different context are shown along with the
categorization of how commonly the factors are experienced by practitioners in
Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Cause effect diagram
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Appendix A – Sprint Planning Questionnaire 

 

1. How many Participants in the meeting- 

 

2. Which stakeholders are participating – 

 

3. Planning for sprint number? 

a. Is the wish list ready 

b. Are the leaves been considered? 

 

4. How is the size and effort estimation done and what is the unit for estimation (hrs, day)? 

 

5. To what level is the requirements decomposed for estimation? 

 

6. Retrospect – Have they finished the review & retrospect for old sprint?  

a. Have the things to be improved from the previous sprint taken care of? 

 

7. Are the dependencies between tasks documented? 

 

8. Are the dependencies across teams discussed?  

 

9. Is the release backlog updated based on the defects from the previous sprint? 

 

10. Is the readiness criteria analyzed for requirements that are being pickup for the sprint? 

 

11. Will a sign-off be taken from the product owner after sprint planning? 

 

12. Are factors like feature creep, scope considered during planning? 

 

  



Appendix B - Survey Questionnaire 

Rate the factors according to the impact they have on the efficiency of planning 

1-Strongly disagree, 2- Disagree, 3 – Not significant, 4- Agree, 5- Strongly agree 

Causes of factors Scale 

1 2 3 4 5 

Technical Factors 
1. Late changes in requirements LC      
2. Poor estimates PE      
3. Requirement Quality RQ      
4. Incomplete testing IT      
5. Dependency in components not considered from the beginning TDP      
6. Mismatch in perceptions (for example – done criteria) CD      
7. Defects and changes in interfaces IN      
8. Non-functional requirements ignorance NFRI      
9. Inefficient requirement selection for the sprint      

Non - Technical Factors 
1. Inefficient involvement of team members in decision making IDM       
2. Poor Communication PC      
3. Poor Documentation PD      
4. Hardware dependency not considered from the beginning HD      
5. Inefficient interaction with the testing team TI      

6. Lack of domain or technology knowledge LK      
7. Team Dynamics TD      

8. Inefficient coordination in cross functional team CFT      

9. Inconsistent updating of release backlog IU      

10. Product owners involvement POI      
11. Difficulty in frequent releases DFR      

 

Question: What are the effects of inefficient planning encountered if your projects? 

 

Thanks for taking the survey! Please feel free to add comments or suggestions. 

 

  



Appendix C – Initial Questionnaire 

Initial semi structured questionnaire that was prepared with the help of literature review is as follows  

 

 

1. What is your role in this project? 

2. How many years of experience do you have working in the same role? 

3. What kind of project do you work on? (Bespoke or Market-Driven) 

4. What agile methodology do you follow?  

5. Are all the team members collocated? If not how the planning is conducted (agile principle 

face-to-face communication?) 

6. Are you involved in planning – How do you contribute to the planning? 

7. What metrics (input/output) are used for planning? 

8.  How many releases are planned in advance (Scope)? Does feature volatility and requirement 

interdependencies allow releases to be planned in advance? 

9. What is the objective of release planning (Customer value, requirements value, ROI)? 

10. What constrains do you take into account while release planning (effort, time-to-market, 

technical skills, priorities, clarity of user story, prejudgment of risks etc?) Why? 

11. Who is main stakeholder responsible for release planning? 

12. How much time is spent on release planning? 

13. How often is the release plan modified (how adaptive is it)? 

14. How often are the customers involved in release planning? 

15. Which stakeholders are involved in release planning? 

16. How are conflicts between stakeholders solved? 

17. What benefits of good release planning do you see in your agile projects? 

18. How is the release plan monitored/tracked? 

19. How do you react to late changes? 

20. Have you experienced over scoping or under scoping in your iterations? What are the 

consequences of it? 

21. What is the reason for change in requirements? Can better planning (elicitation) eliminate the 

need of change? 

22. What are the factors affecting efficiency of planning? 

 

  



Appendix D – Refined Questionnaire 

After conducting six interviews the questionnaire is refined to include some of the points from the six 

interviews conducted already. Two interviews were conducted using this refined questionnaire 

The refined questions are as follows – 

Release Planning 

 

1. How release planning is conducted in a project of multiple teams 

2. What problems do you face while following a release plan? 

3. How often does the plan deviate from its estimates? 

4. What are the reasons for deviation? 

5. At what point (iteration) is it realized that the release time cannot be met? 

6. How often is the release plan modified? 

 

 

 

Iteration Planning 

1. What are the challenges you face in each sprint w.r.t. requirements? 

2. Do you feel you should be more involved in planning? 

 

 

 

Requirements Volatility 

1. How often do the requirements change? At what stage of development? 

2. What are the causes for the changes? 

3. When there are changes in requirements, are the priorities of all requirements 

revised?  

4. Are the technical constrains analyzed again? 

5. How many changes do you receive? 

6. How do you react to late changes? 

7. What are the consequences of changes? 

8. Is the product backlog updated after any change in requirements? 

 

 

 

Integration 

1. How can the integration be executed smoothly? 

2. How often do you communicate with other teams working on the same project? 

3. Are the dependencies communicated to all the teams? 

4. What kinds of issues are raised while integrating all the agile teams? 

5. How often do you have integration points? 

 

 



Appendix E – Stakeholder Specific Questionnaire 

After conducting eight interviews using initial and refined questionnaire, all stakeholders were 

interviewed at least once. This gave inform information about each stakeholder hence separate 

questionnaire is prepared for each stakeholder as follows – 

Questionnaire for Architects – 

1. Do you work with multi agile teams? 

2. As an architect what is your role in release planning? 

3. Do you have a core architectural team? What is the team responsibility? 

4. At the beginning the architect plays an important role (design phase), what are the other 

issues/concerns that need to be tackled by the architect in the later stages of project? 

5. How often do you communicate with GTLs? 

6. What are the reasons for interfaces not working? 

7. Who is responsible for managing the interface change? 

8. How can end to end scenarios be identified and how can architectural design help in 

identification? 

9. What are the reasons for adding requirements at the end? Is it difficult to identify end to end 

requirements, what makes it difficult? 

10. Why developers don’t consider NFRs? 

11. How can the design for NFRs be made clear to the developers? 

12. Are there chances of some NFRs being ignored? What are the reasons for it? 

13. Do testers lack NFR details required to write test cases? 

 

Questionnaire for Testers 

1. When the whole product is tested as a unit, do you find some functionality to be missing and 

that it should be implemented for the working of the product as one unit?  

a. Do you detect any such missing requirements?  

b. What is the cause for missing requirements? 

c. How can it be improved? 

 

2. In some projects where functional requirements are in large number, the NFRs are neglected 

and not defined properly.  

a. How can this be avoided? 

3. How are you involved in release planning? 

4. Do you feel lack of information provided to write test cases? What do you do in such cases? 

5. Who decides the requirements that go into the sprints? 

a. Are the requirements split in a way that there is some testable content at the end of 

the sprint? 

6. In agile testing big issues are not expected to crop up towards the end of development phase 

due to iterative testing, however there are some issues that crop up during integration – 



a. Do you agree with this? 

b. How can this be avoided? 

 

Questionnaire for Managers (Scrum Masters, Product and Project Managers, Integration 

Manager) 

1. How to customer react to frequent releases? 

 

2. What are the requirement selection criteria for a release? 

 

3. Which stakeholders should be involved in release planning? 

 

4. Do you use any release planning models? 

 

5. Would you consider a release planning model for your project? 

 

6. How are the requirements prioritized? 

 

7. What is the main objective of prioritization? 

 

8. Are customers involved during prioritization? 

a. If yes, how are the conflicts between customers solved? 

 

9. What is scope of planning? 

 

10. What is the basic unit (features, User stories) for release planning? 

 

11. What problems do you face while following a release plan 

a. How do you cope with such problems? 

b. What is the impact of such problems? 

 

12. What improvements would you like to see in the existing planning process? 
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 Name Number Of Sources 

Coded 
Number Of Coding 
References 

Name Name Source Type 

BT - Building 
Technologies 

1 1 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

CAT - Communication 
across teams 

1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

CCR - Communication 
of change in 
requirements 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

CCR - Communication 
of change in 
requirements 

2 2 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

CD - Clarity of done 
criteria 

3 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

CD - Clarity of done 
criteria 

3 3 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

CD - Clarity of done 
criteria 

3 3 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

CD - Clarity of done 
criteria 
(Improvement) HP - 
Holistic picture 

0 0 Deepika   

CD - Cultural 
differences 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

CD- Customer 
Dissatisfaction 

2 2 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

CD- Customer 
Dissatisfaction 

2 2 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

CF - Cross functional 
Teams 

1 1 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

CFT - Inefficeint 
cordination in cross 
functional team 

1 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

CI - Customers 
Involvement 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

CM - Change 
Management 

1 1 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

COMM - 
Communication 

1 1 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Communication 3 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Communication 3 3 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Communication 3 3 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

CR - Customer 
relationship 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

CX - Complexity 1 1 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

DEP - Dependency 3 3 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

DEP - Dependency 3 3 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 

DEP - Dependency 3 3 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 



DF- De-scoping of 
features 

4 6 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 
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Number Of Coding 
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Name Name Source Type 

DF- De-scoping of 
features 

4 6 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

DF- De-scoping of 
features 

4 6 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

DF- De-scoping of 
features 

4 6 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

DO - Distributed 
ownership 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

DOC - Documentation 1 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview with 
Amarnath 

Audio 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Effects 9 26 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

EL - Extra load on 
team 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

EL - Extra load on 
team 

2 2 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

EST - Estimations 1 1 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

EST - Estimations 1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

FG - Finer granularity 
of tasks 

1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

General 2 2 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

General 2 2 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

HD - Hardware or 
Infrastructure 
dependency 

3 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

HD - Hardware or 
Infrastructure 
dependency 

3 3 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

HD - Hardware or 
Infrastructure 
dependency 

3 3 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 



HD - Hardware or 
Infrastructure 
dependency (Effects) 
SS - Schedule slippage 

0 0 Deepika   
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 Name Number Of Sources 

Coded 
Number Of Coding 
References 

Name Name Source Type 

HP - Holistic picture 3 5 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

HP - Holistic picture 3 5 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

HP - Holistic picture 3 5 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

HP - Holistic picture 
(Improvement) DO - 
Distributed ownership 

0 0 Deepika   

IDD - Increase in 
defect density 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

IDD - Increase in 
defect density 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

IDM - Team's 
involvement in 
decision making 

5 8 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

IDM - Team's 
involvement in 
decision making 

5 8 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

IDM - Team's 
involvement in 
decision making 

5 8 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 

IDM - Team's 
involvement in 
decision making 

5 8 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

IDM - Team's 
involvement in 
decision making 

5 8 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Improvement 7 26 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

IN - Integration 3 4 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

IN - Integration 3 4 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

IN - Integration 3 4 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 



Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 
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Name Name Source Type 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement 

6 14 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement (Effects) 
IDD - Increase in 
defect density 

0 0 Deepika   

Inconsistency in Team 
Involvement (Effects) 
LGI - Lack of global 
idea 

0 0 Deepika   

INT - Integration 2 2 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

INT - Integration 2 2 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

INT - Integration 3 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

INT - Integration 3 3 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

INT - Integration 3 3 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

IT - Incomplete testing 3 4 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

IT - Incomplete testing 3 4 Deepika Interview - Rajan - 
April 12 

Document 

IT - Incomplete testing 3 4 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

IU - Inconsistent 
updation of release 
backlog 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Yogith 
- April 24 

Document 

LD - Lack of domain 
knowledge 

1 1 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

LFR - Limitation on 
frequent releases 

1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

LGI - Lack of global 
idea 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

LGI - Lack of global 
idea 

2 2 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

LK - knowledge of 
new technology 

2 2 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

LK - knowledge of 
new technology 

2 2 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 

LM - Lack of 
motivation 

2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

LM - Lack of 
motivation 

2 2 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

LP - Low Productivity 1 1 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

MI 1 1 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

NFR - Non Functional 
Requirements 

1 1 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

NFRI - Non functional 
requirements 
ignorance 

1 4 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 



Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 
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Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview - Rajan - 
April 12 

Document 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview with Leny Audio 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview with Yogith 
- April 24 

Document 

Non-Technical Factors 9 43 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

PA - Platform or 
framework 
application 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

PC - Poor 
Communication 

5 8 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

PC - Poor 
Communication 

5 8 Deepika Interview - Rajan - 
April 12 

Document 

PC - Poor 
Communication 

5 8 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

PC - Poor 
Communication 

5 8 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

PC - Poor 
Communication 

5 8 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

PD - Poor 
Documentation 

3 5 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

PD - Poor 
Documentation 

3 5 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

PD - Poor 
Documentation 

3 5 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

PD - Poor 
Documentation 
(Effects) LGI - Lack of 
global idea 

0 0 Deepika   

PE - Poor Estimates 5 6 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

PE - Poor Estimates 5 6 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

PE - Poor Estimates 5 6 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

PE - Poor Estimates 5 6 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

PE - Poor Estimates 5 6 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

PE - Poor Estimates 
(Effects) EL - Extra 
load on team 

0 0 Deepika   

PE - Poor Estimates 
(Effects) SS - Schedule 
slippage 

0 0 Deepika   



POI - Product owners 
involvement 

1 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 
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Number Of Coding 
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Name Name Source Type 

POI - Product owners 
involvement 
(Improvement) RP - 
Release Planning 

0 0 Deepika   

PR - Plan or design 
refinement 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Projects 5 5 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Projects 5 5 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

Projects 5 5 Deepika Interview with 
Amarnath 

Audio 

Projects 5 5 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Projects 5 5 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

PS - Process 2 10 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

PS - Process 2 10 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview with Yogith 
- April 24 

Document 

Release planning 
approach 

8 23 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

Requirements 6 24 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 



RM - Regular 
Meetings 

1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 
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Roles 1 1 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

RP - Release Planning 1 1 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality 

5 7 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality 

5 7 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality 

5 7 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality 

5 7 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality 

5 7 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

RQ - Requirement 
quality (Effects) IDD - 
Increase in defect 
density 

0 0 Deepika   

RQ - Requirement 
quality (Effects) RW - 
Rework 

0 0 Deepika   

RQ - Requirement 
quality (Effects) SS - 
Schedule slippage 

0 0 Deepika   

RS - Requirement 
selection for the 
iterations 

1 3 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

RS - Requirement 
selection for the 
iterations (Effects) IT - 
Incomplete testing 

0 0 Deepika   

RS - Requirement 
selection for the 
iterations (Effects) ST 
- Scatter testing 
across requirements 

0 0 Deepika   

RV - Requirements 
Volatility 

5 10 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

RV - Requirements 
Volatility 

5 10 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

RV - Requirements 
Volatility 

5 10 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

RV - Requirements 
Volatility 

5 10 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

RV - Requirements 
Volatility 

5 10 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

RV - Requirements 
Volatility (Effects) EL - 
Extra load on team 

0 0 Deepika   

RW - Rework 2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

RW - Rework 2 2 Deepika Interview with 
Amarnath 

Audio 

SF - Sorein Finanace 1 1 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 



SP - Sprint Planning 2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 
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SP - Sprint Planning 2 2 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

SP - Standard 
Processes 

1 1 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

SS - Schedule slippage 4 6 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

SS - Schedule slippage 4 6 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

SS - Schedule slippage 4 6 Deepika Interview with 
Amarnath 

Audio 

SS - Schedule slippage 4 6 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

ST - Scatter testing 
across requirements 

1 1 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Strengths 5 21 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Strengths 5 21 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Strengths 5 21 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Strengths 5 21 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

Strengths 5 21 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

TD - Team Dynamics 2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

TD - Team Dynamics 2 2 Deepika Interview with Yogith 
- April 24 

Document 

TD - Technical 
Dependency 

2 3 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

TD - Technical 
Dependency 

2 3 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

TD - Technical 
dependency 

3 5 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

TD - Technical 
dependency 

3 5 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 

TD - Technical 
dependency 

3 5 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview - Kabindra -
9th May 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview - Rajan - 
April 12 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview- 
Abhishek_Ravi_Sai- 
April 10 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview- Navin 
Kausthubh and 
Prashant Verma - 
April 11 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview with karl - 
29 May 

Document 



Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 
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Technical Factors 9 50 Deepika Interview-Bhushan 
Joshi April 26 and 
May 07 

Document 

TI - Team Interaction 2 2 Deepika Interview - Devi - 11th 
May.docx 

Document 

TI - Team Interaction 2 2 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

UR - Understanding of 
roles 

1 1 Deepika Interview with Micael Audio 

WP - Wind Power 2 2 Deepika Interview with 
Amarnath 

Audio 

WP - Wind Power 2 2 Deepika Interview with Hara - 
May 23 

Document 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Appendix G – A sample view of a code in NVivo 

View of a code in Nvivo, it contains data of all the interviewees talking about requirements 

volatility. The references to the transcripts can be clicked in Nvivo which opens up the actual 

transcript were the text was referenced. In this way during analysis if more information is 

needed then the transcript can be reviewed.  

 

In the above snapshot, the text in blue is the transcript containing the information related to 

requirements volatility. It shows the number of references coded i.e. the number of times the 

topic has been discussed, also the percentage of the topic coverage. 1.98% coverage indicates 

that the 1.98
th

 part of the document is about requirements volatility.  
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Relationships Report 

 
Relationship Type Relationship Item1  Relationship Item2 

 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\Communication\CAT - 
Communication across teams 

 Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\Inconsistency 
in Team Involvement 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\Communication\CAT - 
Communication across teams 

 Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PC - Poor 
Communication 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\DOC - Documentation  Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PD - Poor 
Documentation 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\EST - Estimations  Nodes\\Technical Factors\PE - Poor Estimates 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\HP - Holistic picture  Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\DO - 
Distributed ownership 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\HP - Holistic picture  Nodes\\Technical Factors\CD - Clarity of done 
criteria 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\NFR - Non Functional 
Requirements 

 Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\NFRI 
- Non functional requirements ignorance 

Associated Nodes\\Improvement\SP - Sprint Planning  Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RS - 
Requirement selection for the iterations 

Associated Nodes\\Technical Factors\IN - Integration  Nodes\\Improvement\INT - Integration 

Associated Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RV - 
Requirements Volatility 

 Nodes\\Improvement\Communication\CCR - 
Communication of change in requirements 

Associated Nodes\\Technical Factors\TD - Technical 
dependency 

 Nodes\\Improvement\DEP - Dependency 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\CFT - 
Inefficeint cordination in cross functional 
team 

 Nodes\\Effects\IDD - Increase in defect 
density 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\HD - Hardware 
or Infrastructure dependency 

 Nodes\\Effects\SS - Schedule slippage 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\Inconsistency 
in Team Involvement 

 Nodes\\Effects\IDD - Increase in defect 
density 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\Inconsistency 
in Team Involvement 

 Nodes\\Effects\LGI - Lack of global idea 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\Inconsistency 
in Team Involvement\POI - Product owners 
involvement 

 Nodes\\Effects\RW - Rework 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\IU - 
Inconsistent updation of release backlog 

 Nodes\\Effects\LGI - Lack of global idea 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\LK - 
knowledge of new technology 

 Nodes\\Effects\LM - Lack of motivation 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PC - Poor 
Communication 

 Nodes\\Effects\IDD - Increase in defect 
density 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PC - Poor 
Communication 

 Nodes\\Effects\RW - Rework 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PD - Poor 
Documentation 

 Nodes\\Effects\LGI - Lack of global idea 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\PD - Poor 
Documentation 

 Nodes\\Effects\LM - Lack of motivation 

Effects Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\TD - Team 
Dynamics 

 Nodes\\Effects\LP - Low Productivity 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\IT - Incomplete 
testing 

 Nodes\\Effects\ST - Scatter testing across 
requirements 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\PE - Poor Estimates  Nodes\\Effects\EL - Extra load on team 



 

 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\PE - Poor Estimates  Nodes\\Effects\SS - Schedule slippage 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RQ - 
Requirement quality 

 Nodes\\Effects\IDD - Increase in defect 
density 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RQ - 
Requirement quality 

 Nodes\\Effects\RW - Rework 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RQ - 
Requirement quality 

 Nodes\\Effects\SS - Schedule slippage 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RS - 
Requirement selection for the iterations 

 Nodes\\Effects\ST - Scatter testing across 
requirements 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RS - 
Requirement selection for the iterations 

 Nodes\\Technical Factors\IT - Incomplete 
testing 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RV - 
Requirements Volatility 

 Nodes\\Effects\EL - Extra load on team 

Effects Nodes\\Technical Factors\Requirements\RV - 
Requirements Volatility 

 Nodes\\Effects\IDD - Increase in defect 
density 

Improvement Nodes\\Non-Technical Factors\Inconsistency 
in Team Involvement\POI - Product owners 
involvement 

 Nodes\\Improvement\General\RP - Release 
Planning 
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